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Egypt Cost Saver

10 Days / 7 Nights Cairo, Luxor, & Aswan - including a 4 night Nile Cruise
TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 3 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 4 Night Nile cruise
based on full board | Domestic flights from Cairo to Luxor & Aswan to Cairo | Sightseeing as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All
transfers in Egypt including baggage handling | Service of an English-speaking Egyptologist guide | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 (Thu) - En Route: An overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 (Fri) - Cairo: Upon arrival at the Cairo airport, you will be met by our
representative and transferred to your hotel for overnight.
Day 3 (Sat) - Cairo: Enjoy a morning of leisure. In the afternoon, visit the
great Pyramids of Giza, one of the seven wonders of the world. Nearby is the
mysterious Sphinx. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 4 (Sun) - Cairo: Enjoy a day of leisure in Cairo exploring the city on your
own. Optional tours are available. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 5 (Mon) - Cairo / Luxor: Transfer to the Cairo airport for a flight to Luxor.
The town of Luxor is located in Upper Egypt and lies on the right bank of
the Nile. Upon arrival in Luxor, transfer to your Nile cruise for embarkation.
In the afternoon, visit the great Luxor Temple. Continue to the magnificent
Karnak Temple of Amun with its famous Hypostyle Hall, the Statue of Ramses
II, and the Obelisk of Queen Hatsheput. Even in the time of the Pharaohs, this
great temple was regarded as the finest creation abounding in architectural
accomplishments. Overnight in Luxor aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 6 (Tue) - Nile Cruise: After breakfast, begin sightseeing in Luxor including
the West Bank, where some of the richest treasures in the world are located
such as the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amun in the Valley of the Kings. Visit some of
these tombs as well some of the beautiful tombs in the Valley of the Queens.
Continue to visit Hatsheput’s Temple. The temple was built at the beginning of
the New Kingdom, in the reign of Queen Hatshepsut. Also see the Colossi of
Memnon. Overnight in Luxor aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 7 (Wed) - Nile Cruise: Visit the Horus Temple of Edfu, one of the three
beautiful temples of the Ptolemaic Period and almost perfectly preserved.
Sail to Kom Ombo. The two main gods of Kom Ombo were the crocodileheaded Sobek and the falcon-headed Haroeris. The complex itself was built in
a unified plan accommodating two temples in a single building: the right side
belonging to Sobek and the left to Haroeris. Visit the complex, which offers
beautiful murals and reliefs. Sail to Aswan and overnight on your cruise. (BLD)

EGYPT ACCOMMODATION
First Class: Based on a 4 star rating, the accommodations are basic,
and comfortable. The hotels in Cairo are clean and conveniently located.
Some hotels may be a part of international hotel chains. This category is
suitable for travelers that are seeking true value over ambiance.
Deluxe: Based on a 5 star rating, the accommodations are tastefully
furnished and decorated containing a full range of amenities with
quality service. The hotels are usually conveniently located and part
of international chains. This category is suitable for travelers that have
luxury and location in mind.
Superior Deluxe: Superior deluxe category is truly a stay of distinction.
Based on a 5 star rating, accommodations are usually the finest and
of exquisite elegance. Some of the hotels are renovated palaces once
occupied by Kings and Queens. This category is ideal for travelers who
desire a truly luxurious experience in addition to nostalgic accommodation
full of historical memories.

ES - P.P. In Double

First Class

Accommodations

First Class

Deluxe

Superior Deluxe

Sep 16 - Dec 09

1898

Cairo

Barceló Cairo Pyramids

Fairmont Nile City

Mena House

Dec 10 - Jan 06

2298

Nile Cruise

M.S. Sherry Boat

M.S. Mayfair/M.S. Moon Goddess

M.S. Star Goddess

Jan 07 - May 31

1898

Aswan

Basma

Moevenpick Resort

Sofitel Legend Old Cataract

Jun 01 - Sep 15

2098

Luxor

Iberotel

Hilton Luxor Resort & Spa

Sofitel Winter Palace

Sep 16 - Dec 10

1998

Hurghada

Desert Rose

Hilton Plaza

The Oberoi, Sahl Hasheesh

Taxes

489

Sharm El Sheikh

Domina Coral Bay Elisir

Stella Di Mare Beach Hotel

Four Seasons

Single Supplement

599

Other departure gateways available.

4

Day 8 (Thu) - Nile Cruise: In Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms divided by
immense granite rocks and islands, in particular the island of Elephantine.
There is only a small area of fertile land producing what are considered the
finest dates in all of Egypt. In the morning, you will visit the High Dam, the
Granite Quarries and the Philae Temple, dedicated to the Goddess Isis,
among other deities. In the afternoon, you will sail on an Egyptian felucca to
view the Elephantine Island, the Botanical Gardens on Kitchener Island and
the Aga Khan Mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 9 (Fri) - Nile Cruise / Aswan / Cairo: Disembark from your Nile cruise and
transfer to the airport for a flight to Cairo. Continue to your flight to Toronto. (B)
Day 10 (Sat) - En Route: Early morning flight to Toronto.

Easter & other holidays: supplement applies
Accommodation subject to availability

LotusHolidays.ca

EA

A Taste of Egypt

11 Days / 8 Nights Cairo, Luxor, & Aswan - including a 3 night Nile Cruise
TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 5 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 3 Night Nile cruise
based on full board | Domestic flights from Cairo to Aswan & Luxor to Cairo | Sightseeing as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All
transfers in Egypt including baggage handling | Service of an English-speaking Egyptologist guide | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 (Mon) - En Route: An overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 (Tue) - Cairo: Upon arrival at the Cairo airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 3 (Wed) - Cairo: Visit Memphis, the City of the God Ptah and the capital
of the oldest kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the Statue
of Ramses II exist, Saqqara, location of the Unas Pyramid, King Zoser Step
Pyramid, and the Mastaba Tomb of Ti. In the afternoon, visit the great Pyramids
of Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world and the mysterious
Sphinx, a colossal lion with a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Thu) - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum, which houses a magnificent
collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut Ankh
Amun. Visit Old Cairo, the Citadel of Salah Al Din and Mohamed Ali Mosque,
with its magnificent panoramic views of Cairo. Continue to visit the Moallaqa
Church and the Ben Ezra Synagogue. If you wish to browse and shop, your
tour will stop at the bustling Khan El Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all
types of oriental goods. Return to your hotel for overnight. (BL)
Day 5 (Fri) - Cairo / Nile Cruise: Transfer in the morning to the Cairo airport
for your flight to Aswan. In Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms divided by
immense granite rocks and islands, in particular the island of Elephantine.
There is only a small area of fertile land producing what are considered
the finest dates in all of Egypt. Upon arrival, transfer to your Nile cruise for
embarkation. Sail on an Egyptian felucca passing by the Elephantine Island,
view the Botanical Gardens with its exotic plants and the Aga Khan Mausoleum.
After lunch, visit the High Dam, the Granite Quarries and Philae Temple. Sail
to Kom Ombo. Enjoy the fine view of the immortal Nile until arrival for a visit to
Sobek Temple. Sail to Edfu and overnight. (BLD)
Day 6 (Sat) - Nile Cruise: After breakfast, you will visit Horus Temple, which
is one of the three beautiful ptolemic period temples and almost perfectly
preserved. Enjoy and relax as you pass the villages along the Nile. Sail through
the locks of Esna. Continue to the beautiful city of Luxor and overnight aboard
your Nile cruise. (BLD)
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Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online

Day 7 (Sun) - Nile Cruise: After breakfast, enjoy your sightseeing in Luxor which
includes the West Bank, where some of the richest treasures in the world are
located such as the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amun in the Valley of the Kings. Visit
some of these tombs as well some of the beautiful tombs in the Valley of the
Queens. Continue to visit Hatsheput’s Temple and the Colossi of Memnon.
After lunch, visit the great Luxor Temple and the magnificent Karnak Temple of
Amon with its famous Hypostyle Hall, the statue of Ramses II, the Obelisk of
Queen Hatshepsut. Overnight in Luxor aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 8 (Mon) - Nile Cruise / Luxor / Cairo: Disembark from your Nile cruise and
transfer to the Luxor airport for a short flight to Cairo. Upon arrival at the Cairo
airport, you will be transferred to your hotel for overnight. (B)
Day 9 (Tue) - Cairo: Enjoy a day of leisure in Cairo exploring the city on your
own. Optional tours are available. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 10 (Wed) - Cairo: Enjoy an additional day of leisure in Cairo finishing up
any last minute shopping. In the evening, transfer to the Cairo airport for your
return flight. (B)
Day 11 (Thu) - En Route: Very early morning departure.

OPTIONAL TOUR SUGGESTIONS
Alexandria: Transfer from your hotel for a 3 hour car trip to Alexandria.
You will stop at the newly built Library of Alexandria, one of modern
architectures greatest marvel. You will also visit the Catacombs of Kom
El Shuqafa where the tombs are distinctly Romanesque but the sculpture
and reliefs are the Egyptian gods. Also see the Roman Amphitheatre.
You will be directed to the under water site in the Eastern Port of the
newly discovered Cleopatra Temple and then on to Pompey’s Pillar
which was erected in honor of The Emperor Diocletian. Return in the
evening to Cairo.

159

$

Abu Simbel: Abu Simbel is one of the world’s best-traveled attractions
and should not be missed. The temple there was built 3000 years ago
to honor Ramses II and his wife, Queen Nefertari. Four powerful figures
of the pharaoh stand over 60 feet tall. It has remained nearly intact over
the ages, was rescued from the rising water of Lake Nasser by a team of
UNESCO engineers. Please book the Abu Simbel option when you make
your initial reservation. Sightseeing begins with a short flight from Aswan
with sufficient time to visit the temple. Tour cost includes the domestic
flight.

329

$

5

EA2

Highlights Of Egypt

13 Days / 10 Nights Cairo, Luxor, & Aswan - including a 3 night Nile Cruise

TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 5 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 3 Night Nile cruise
based on full board | 2 Nights hotel in Luxor based on bed and breakfast | Domestic flights from Cairo to Aswan & Luxor to Cairo | Sightseeing as in
the itinerary, including entrance fees | All transfers | Baggage handling | Service of an English-speaking Egyptologist guide | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 (Mon) - En Route: An overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 (Tue) - Cairo: Upon arrival at the Cairo airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 3 (Wed) - Cairo: Visit Memphis, the City of the God Ptah and the capital
of the oldest kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the Statue
of Ramses II exist, Saqqara, location of the Unas Pyramid, King Zoser Step
Pyramid, and the Mastaba Tomb of Ti. In the afternoon, visit the great Pyramids
of Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world and the mysterious
Sphinx, a colossal lion with a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Thu) - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum, which houses a magnificent
collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut Ankh
Amun. Visit Old Cairo, the Citadel of Salah Al Din and Mohamed Ali Mosque,
with its magnificent panoramic views of Cairo. Continue to visit the Moallaqa
Church and the Ben Ezra Synagogue. If you wish to browse and shop, your
tour will stop at the bustling Khan El Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all
types of oriental goods. Return to your hotel for overnight. (BL)
Day 5 (Fri) - Cairo / Aswan / Nile Cruise: Transfer to the Cairo airport for a flight
to Aswan. In Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms divided by immense granite
rocks and islands, in particular the island of Elephantine. Upon arrival, transfer
to Nile cruise for embarkation. You will sail on an Egyptian felucca passing by
the Elephantine Island, view the Botanical Gardens on the Kitchener Island
with its exotic plants and the Aga Khan Mausoleum. After lunch, you will visit
the High Dam, the Granite Quarries to the Philae Temple. Sail to Kom Ombo.
Enjoy the fine view of the immortal Nile. Visit to Sobek Temple, which offer
beautiful murals and reliefs. Sail to Edfu and overnight on your cruise. (BLD)
Day 6 (Sat) - Nile Cruise: Visit the Horus Temple, which is one of the three
beautiful temples of the Ptolemaic periods and almost perfectly preserved.
Sail through the locks of Esna. Continue to Luxor and overnight. (BLD)
Day 7 (Sun) - Nile Cruise: Visit the West Bank, the Valley of the Kings. Also,
visit some of these tombs as well some of the beautiful tombs of the Valley of
the Queens. Continue to visit Hatshepsut’s funerary temple. The temple was
EA2 - P.P. In
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6
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Superior Deluxe
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built at the beginning of the New Kingdom, in the reign of Queen Hatshepsut.
See the Colossi of Memnon. After lunch, you will visit the great Luxor Temple
and the magnificent Karnak Temple of Amon, the statue of Ramses II, and
the Obelisk of Queen Hatshepsut. Even in the time of the Pharaohs, this
great temple was regarded as the finest creation abounding in architectural
accomplishments. Overnight aboard the cruise in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 8 (Mon) - Nile Cruise / Luxor: Disembark in the morning and transfer to
your hotel in Luxor. The town of Luxor is located in Upper Egypt and lies on the
right bank of the Nile. Enjoy a day at leisure exploring this remarkable town on
your own. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 9 (Tue) - Luxor: Enjoy an additional day at leisure in Luxor exploring this
remarkable town on your own. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 10 (Wed) - Luxor / Cairo: Enjoy some time of leisure before your transfer
back to Cairo. Transfer to the Luxor airport for a short flight to Cairo. Upon
arrival in Cairo, transfer to the hotel for overnight. (B)
Day 11 (Thu) - Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 12 (Fri) - Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo. Transfer to the Cairo airport in the
evening for your return flight. (B)
Day 13 (Sat) - En Route: Early morning departure.

OPTIONAL TOUR SUGGESTIONS
Sound and Light Show at the Pyramids: An evening performance at the
Giza plateaus, where the Pyramids and Sphinx are specially illuminated
to tell their story in the sound and light show. There are two performances
each night in different languages, and starting times do vary according to
the hour of dusk. Make sure to wear something warm during the winter
months.

59

$

Fayoum Oasis: The nearest oasis to Cairo, 65 miles south west of the
city. Witness a typical country setting with lush green fields set off by
vibrant colours with the blend of desert and agriculture atmosphere. By
the shores of Lake Qarun, you will visit the Pyramids of Amenemhat III
and Senousert II. Differing from typical oases, whose fertility depends on
water obtained from springs, the cultivated land in the Fayoum is formed
of Nile mud brought down by the Bahr Yussef. Much of the Fayoum Oasis
is cultivated, the chief crops being cereals and cotton. The province is
noted for its figs, olives and grapes of excellent quality. A number of rose
trees are grown from the land, providing most of the roses sold in Egypt.

139

$

LotusHolidays.ca
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Egyptian Adventure & Alexandria
13 Days /10 Nights Cairo, Luxor, Aswan, Alexandria - including a 3 night Nile Cruise

TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 3 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 3 Night Nile cruise |
1 Night hotel in Luxor based on bed and breakfast | 3 Nights hotel in Alexandria based on bed and breakfast | Domestic flights from Cairo to Aswan
& Luxor to Cairo | Sightseeing as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All transfers in Egypt | Baggage handling | Service of an Englishspeaking Egyptologist guide | Meals as per itinerary
Day 1 (Mon) - En Route: An overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 (Tue) - Cairo: Upon arrival at the Cairo Airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 3 (Wed) - Cairo: Visit Memphis, the capital of the oldest kingdom in the
world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the statue of Ramses II exists, Saqqara
location of the famous Unas Pyramid and King Zoser Step Pyramid. In the
afternoon, visit the great Pyramids of Giza, one of the seven wonders of the
ancient world and the mysterious Sphinx. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Thu) - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum which houses a collection of
Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut Ankh Amun. Visit
Old Cairo, Mohamed Ali Mosque, the Cairo Citadel, the Moallaqa Church and
the Ben Ezra Synagogue. Shop at the bustling Khan El Khalili Bazaar. (BL)
Day 5 (Fri) - Cairo / Aswan / Nile Cruise: Transfer to the Cairo airport for your
flight to Aswan. In Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms divided by immense
granite rocks and islands, in particular the island of Elephantine. There is only
a small area of fertile land producing what are considered the finest dates in all
of Egypt. Upon arrival, transfer to your Nile Cruise for embarkation. Sail on an
Egyptian felucca passing by the Elephantine Island, view the Botanical Gardens
on the Kitchener Island with its exotic plants and the Aga Khan Mausoleum.
After lunch, visit the High Dam, the Granite Quarries to the Philae Temple.
Sail to Kom Ombo. Visit the complex of Kom Ombo, offering beautiful murals
and reliefs. The complex itself was built in a unified plan accommodating two
temples in a single building where the right side belongs to Sobek and the left
to Haroeris. Sail to Edfu and overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 6 (Sat) - Nile Cruise: Visit the Horus Temple, one of three beautiful
Ptolemaic Temples and almost perfectly preserved. Sail through the locks of
Esna. Overnight in Luxor aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 7 (Sun) - Nile Cruise: Visit the Valley of the Kings and Queens in the
West Bank. Continue to visit Hatshepsut’s temple at Dier El Bahari and the
Colossi of Memnon. Visit the great Luxor Temple and the magnificent Karnak
Temple of Amon with its Hypostyle hall and the 134 huge columns, the statue
EA3 - P.P. In
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Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online

of Ramses II, the Obelisk of Queen Hatshepsut and the Sacred Lake. Even in
the time of the Pharaohs, this great temple was regarded as the finest creation
abounding in architectural accomplishments. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 8 (Mon) - Nile Cruise / Luxor: Disembark from your Nile cruise and enjoy
some time of leisure in Luxor. The town of Luxor is located in Upper Egypt and
lies on the right bank of the Nile. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 9 (Tue) - Luxor / Cairo / Alexandria: Enjoy a day of leisure in Luxor. In the
afternoon, transfer to the Luxor airport for your flight to Cairo and travel by road
to Alexandria. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 10 (Wed) - Alexandria: In the beautiful coastal city of Alexandria, visit the
new Library of Alexandria, one of modern architectures greatest marvel. Visit
the Catacombs of Kom El Shuqafa, and the Roman Amphitheatre. Continue
to the underwater site in the Eastern Port of the newly discovered Cleopatra
Temple and Pompey’s Pillar which was erected in honor of the Emperor.
Overnight at your hotel in Alexandria. (B)
Day 11 (Thu) - Alexandria: Enjoy a day of leisure in Alexandria exploring the
city known as the Pearl of the Mediterranean. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 12 (Fri) - Alexandria / Cairo: Drive towards Cairo in time for your return
flight to Toronto. (B)
Day 13 (Sat) - En Route: Early morning flight to Toronto.

OPTIONAL TOUR SUGGESTIONS
Abydos and Denderah from Luxor: An early start to this excursion
begins with a drive to Abydos, the home of the Legend of Osiris and one
of the oldest cities of ancient Egypt. It is here that Osiris was resurrected
after having been killed by his brother Seth and allowed to continue
powers as Lord of the Afterlife. The Temple of Denderah is dedicated
to Hathor, goddess of joy, dance and love who was reputed to have had
healing powers and the sick journeyed here to be cured. It is one of the
best-preserved temple complexes in Egypt.

159

$

Sound and Light show at Karnak Temple in Luxor: A magnificent show
where you can walk through the temple experiencing powerful music and
light reflecting off of this beautiful temple which was built over a period
of 200 years. The show narrates the achievements of great Pharaohs,
while describing the ancient treasures of ancient Thebes. This is an
event never to be forgotten.

59

$
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EB

Wonders Of The Pharaoh
12 Days / 9 Nights Cairo, Luxor, & Aswan - including a 4 night Nile Cruise

TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 5 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 4 Night Nile cruise
based on full board | Domestic flights from Cairo to Luxor & Aswan to Cairo | Sightseeing as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All
transfers in Egypt | Baggage handling | Service of an English-speaking Egyptologist guide | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 (Thu) - En Route: An overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 (Fri) - Cairo: Upon arrival at the Cairo airport, you will be met by our
representative and transferred to your hotel for overnight.
Day 3 (Sat) - Cairo: In the morning, visit Memphis, where the Alabaster Sphinx
and the statue of Ramses II exists, Saqqara where the famous Unas Pyramid
is located, King Zoser Step Pyramid, and Mastaba Tomb of Ti. In the afternoon,
you will visit the great Pyramids of Giza, one of the seven wonders of the world.
Nearby is the mysterious Sphinx. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Sun) - Cairo: After breakfast, visit the Egyptian Museum, which houses a
magnificent collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures
of Tut Ankh Amun. Visit Old Cairo, Mohamed Ali Mosque and the Cairo Citadel.
Continue to visit the Moallaqa Church and the Ben Ezra Synagogue. Your tour
will stop at the bustling Khan El Khalili Bazaar displaying all types of oriental
goods. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 5 (Mon) - Cairo / Luxor / Nile Cruise: Transfer to Cairo airport for a flight to
Luxor. The town of Luxor is located in Upper Egypt and lies on the right bank of
the Nile. Upon arrival in Luxor, transfer to your Nile cruise for embarkation. In
the afternoon, visit the great Luxor Temple and the magnificent Karnak Temple
of Amun with its famous Hypostyle Hall, the Statue of Ramses II, the Obelisk
of Queen Hatsheput. Even in the time of the Pharaohs, this great temple was
regarded as the finest creation abounding in architectural accomplishments.
Overnight in Luxor aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 6 (Tue) - Nile Cruise: Enjoy sightseeing in Luxor, including the West Bank,
where some of the richest treasures in the world are located such as the Tomb
of Tut Ankh Amun in the Valley of the Kings. Visit some of these tombs as well
some of the tombs in the Valley of the Queens. Continue to visit Hatsheput’s
Temple and the Colossi of Memnon. Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 7 (Wed) - Nile Cruise: Visit the Horus Temple of Edfu, one of the three
beautiful temples of the Ptolemaic Period. Sail to Kom Ombo. The two main
gods of Kom Ombo were the crocodile-headed Sobek and the falcon-headed
Haroeris. The complex itself was built in a unified plan accommodating two

temples in a single building where the right side belongs to Sobek and the left
to Haroeris. Visit the complex, which offers beautiful murals and reliefs. Sail to
Aswan and overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 8 (Thu) - Nile Cruise: In Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms divided by
immense granite rocks and islands, in particular the island of Elephantine.
There is only a small area of fertile land producing what are considered the
finest dates in all of Egypt. In the morning, you will visit the High Dam, the
Granite Quarries and the Philae Temple. In the afternoon, you will sail on an
Egyptian felucca to view the Elephantine Island, the Botanical Gardens on
Kitchener Island and the Aga Khan Mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)
Day 9 (Fri) - Nile Cruise / Aswan / Cairo: Disembark from your Nile cruise and
transfer to the airport for a short flight to Cairo. Arrive in Cairo and transfer to
your hotel. Enjoy some time of leisure. (B)
Day 10 (Sat) - Cairo: Enjoy a day of leisure in Cairo exploring the city on your
own. Optional tours are available. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 11 (Sun) - Cairo: Enjoy a day of leisure in Cairo exploring the city on your
own. In the evening, transfer to the airport for your departure. (B)
Day 12 (Mon) - En Route: Early morning flight to Toronto.

OPTIONAL TOUR SUGGESTIONS
Desert Safari from Hurghada: You will be picked up from the hotel by
a Toyota land cruiser 4x4 WD, then drive 35 kilometers in the Eastern
desert of Egypt to a Bedouin village for a glimpse into their nomadic life:
see their traditions and customs. Run down a large desert hill as you feel
the warmth of the Egyptian sand between your toes. Ride a camel into
the radiant sunset. Opportunity to dune bash with a quad bike may be
available. Enjoy a barbeque dinner with an oriental show and folkloric
songs. With the glimmering stars at night, drive back from the Bedouin
village to your hotel in Hurghada.

75

$

8
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2298

2698

4198

Dec 10 - Jan 06

2698

3198

5198

Jan 07 - May 31

2298

2798

4498

Jun 01 - Sep 15

2498

2998

4598

Sep 16 - Dec 10

2398

2898

4698

Taxes

489

489

489

Single Supplement

599

1298

2599

Giftun Island from Hurghada: Enjoy one of the most popular excursions
from Hurghada. Transfer to the marina from your hotel for a short boat trip
on the Red Sea. Stop at an ideal location to snorkel. Peek at incredible
coral heads and an abundance of vibrant fish. The boat will move to
another area to snorkel and view the magnificent and colourful aquatic
life. Continue to the blissful Giftun Island for some relaxation on the white
sandy beach and crystal clear water. Return to your hotel.

75

$

LotusHolidays.ca

EB1

EB2

Wonders of the Pharaoh & The Red Sea

15 Days / 12 Nights Cairo, Luxor, Aswan & the Red Sea (Hurghada or Sharm el Sheikh) - including a 4 night Nile Cruise
THIS TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 4 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 4 Night Nile
cruise based on full board | 4 Nights hotel on the Red Sea | All domestic flights | Sightseeing as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All
transfers in Egypt | Baggage handling | Service of an English-speaking Egyptologist guide | Meals as per itinerary

EB1 - Hurghada | EB2 - Sharm El Sheikh
Day 1 (Sat) - En Route: An overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 (Sun) - Cairo: Upon arrival at the Cairo airport, you will be met by our
representative and transferred to your hotel. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 3 (Mon) - Cairo: Visit Memphis, the City of the God Ptah and the capital
of the oldest kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the Statue
of Ramses II exist, Saqqara, location of the Unas Pyramid, King Zoser Step
Pyramid, and the Mastaba Tomb of Ti. In the afternoon, visit the great Pyramids
of Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world and the mysterious
Sphinx, a colossal lion with a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Tue) - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum, which houses a magnificent
collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut Ankh
Amun. Visit Old Cairo, the Citadel of Salah Al Din and Mohamed Ali Mosque,
with its magnificent panoramic views of Cairo. Continue to visit the Moallaqa
Church and the Ben Ezra Synagogue. If you wish to browse and shop, your
tour will stop at the bustling Khan El Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all
types of oriental goods. Return to your hotel for overnight. (BL)
Day 5 (Wed) - Cairo: Enjoy a day of leisure in Cairo exploring the city on your
own. Optional tours are available. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 6 (Thu) - Cairo / Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada: Transfer to the Cairo
airport for your flight to Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada. Upon arrival, transfer
to your hotel and enjoy some time of leisure exploring the coastal area on your
own. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 7 (Fri) - Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada: Day of leisure on the Red Sea.
Enjoy the many water sports available or take our optional desert safari
excursion. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 8 (Sat) - Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada: Enjoy a day of leisure along the
Red Sea. You may like to partake in some of the water or desert activities
available. Overnight at your hotel. (B)

EB1 - P.P. In Double

First Class

Deluxe

Sep 16 - Dec 09

2598

Dec 10 - Jan 06

2998

Jan 07 - May 31

Day 9 (Sun) - Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada: Enjoy a final day of leisure along
the Red Sea. Overnight at the hotel. (B)
Day 10 (Mon) - Red Sea / Luxor / Nile Cruise: Transfer from Hurghada by land
or from Sharm El Sheikh by air to Luxor for embarkation on your Nile cruise.
The town of Luxor is located in Upper Egypt and lies on the right bank of
the Nile. Visit the great Luxor Temple and the magnificent Karnak Temple of
Amun with its famous Hypostyle Hall and the 134 huge columns, the Statue
of Ramses II, the Obelisk of Queen Hatsheput and the Scared Lake. Even in
the time of the Pharaohs, this great temple was regarded as the finest creation
abounding in architectural accomplishments. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 11 (Tue) - Nile Cruise: Visit the West Bank where you will see some of
the tombs in the Valley of Kings and Queens, Hatshepsut’s Temple at Dier El
Bahari and the Colossi of Memnon. Sail through the locks of Esna to Edfu and
overnight aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 12 (Wed) - Nile Cruise: Visit Horus Temple of Edfu, one of the beautiful
temples of the Ptolemaic Period. Sail to Kom Ombo. The two main gods of Kom
Ombo were the crocodile-headed Sobek and the falcon-headed Haroeris. The
complex itself was built in a unified plan accommodating two temples in a
single building where the right side belongs to Sobek and the left to Haroeris.
Visit the complex, which offers beautiful murals and reliefs. Sail to Aswan and
overnight aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 13 (Thu) - Nile Cruise: At Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms divided
by immense granite rocks and islands, in particular the island of Elephantine.
There is only a small area of fertile land producing what are considered the
finest dates in all of Egypt. After breakfast, visit the High Dam, the Granite
Quarries and the Philae Temple. Sail on an Egyptian felucca to view the
Elephantine Island, the Botanical Gardens on Kitchener Island and the Aga
Khan Mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)
Day 14 (Fri) - Nile Cruise / Aswan / Cairo: Disembark from your cruise for a
short flight to Cairo. Continue on to your return flight to Toronto.(B)
Day 15 (Sat) - En Route: Early morning flight to Toronto.

Sup. Deluxe

EB2 - P.P. In Double

First Class

Deluxe

Sup. Deluxe

3098

4798

Sep 16 - Dec 09

3698

5898

Dec 10 - Jan 06

2798

3298

5298

3198

3898

2598

3298

5298

6398

Jan 07 - May 31

2798

3498

5798

Jun 01 - Sep 15

2798

3498

5398

Jun 01 - Sep 15

2998

3698

5898

Sep 16 - Dec 10

2698

3398

5398

Sep 16 - Dec 10

2898

3598

5898

Taxes

489

489

489

Taxes

489

489

489

Single Supplement

899

1698

3899

Single Supplement

999

1698

3999

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online
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EC

Grand Egyptian Discovery
15 Days / 12 Nights Cairo, Luxor, & Aswan - including a 7 night Nile Cruise

TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 5 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 7 Night Nile cruise
based on full board | Domestic flights from Cairo to Luxor & Luxor to Cairo | Sightseeing as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All transfers
in Egypt | Baggage handling | Service of an English-speaking Egyptologist guide | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 (Thu) - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto.
Day 2 (Fri) - Cairo: Upon arrival at the Cairo airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 3 (Sat) - Cairo: Visit Memphis, the city of the God Ptah and the capital of
the oldest kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the statue
of Ramses II exists, Saqqara where the famous Unas Pyramid is located,
King Zoser Step Pyramid, and Mastaba Tomb of TI. In the afternoon, visit the
great Pyramids of Giza and the Sphinx, a colossal lion with a pharaoh’s head.
Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Sun) - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum, which houses a magnificent
collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut Ankh
Amun. In the afternoon, you will proceed to Old Cairo to visit the citadel of
Salah El Din, and the Mohammed Ali Mosque situated high above the city.
Continue to visit the Church of Abu Serga, Moallaqa Church and Ben Ezra
Synagogue. If you wish to browse and shop, your tour will stop at the bustling
Khan El Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all types of oriental goods. (BL)
Day 5 (Mon) - Cairo / Luxor / Nile Cruise: Flight to Luxor. The town of Luxor is
located in Upper Egypt and lies on the right bank of the Nile. Transfer to your
Nile cruise for embarkation. In the afternoon, you will visit the Great Luxor
Temple and the magnificent Karnak Temple of Amon with its famous Hypostyle
Hall and the 134 huge columns. Overnight in Luxor aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 6 (Tue) - Nile Cruise: Sail along the Nile to Edfu and overnight. (BLD)
Day 7 (Wed) - Nile Cruise: Visit the Horus Temple, one of the three beautiful
temples of the Ptolemaic Period. Sail to Kom Ombo. The two main gods of Kom
Ombo were the crocodile-headed Sobek and the falcon-headed Haroeris. The
complex itself was built in a unified plan combining two temples in a single
building where the right side belongs to Sobek and the left to Haroeris. Visit
the complex, which offers beautiful murals and reliefs. Sail to Aswan. (BLD)
Day 8 (Thu) - Nile Cruise: Visit the Unfinished Obelisk in the ancient Granite
Quarries, the Old and New Dams, and Temple of Philae. In the afternoon, you
will sail in a felucca to view Kitchener’s Island, the Botanical Garden, and the
EC - P.P. In
Double

First Class

Deluxe

Superior Deluxe

Sep 16 - Dec 09

2498

3198

4898

Dec 10 - Jan 06

2898

3898

6798
5898

Jan 07 - May 31

2498

3298

Jun 01 - Sep 15

2698

3498

5998

Sep 16 - Dec 10

2598

3398

5998

Taxes

489

489

489

Single Supplement

699

1598

3899
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Aga Khan mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)
Day 9 (Fri) - Nile Cruise: In the afternoon, sail to Kom Ombo. Enjoy some time
of leisure. Continue to Edfu and overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 10 (Sat) - Nile Cruise: Sail to Esna, continue to Luxor and overnight. (BLD)
Day 11 (Sun) - Nile Cruise: Begin sightseeing in Luxor including the West
Bank (Thebes), where some of the richest treasures in the world are located
such as the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amun in the Valley of the Kings. Visit some of
these tombs as well some of the beautiful tombs in the Valley of the Queens.
Continue to visit Hatsheput’s Temple. The temple was built at the beginning of
the New Kingdom, in the reign of Queen Hatshepsut. Also see the Colossi of
Memnon. Overnight in Luxor aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 12 (Mon) - Nile Cruise / Luxor / Cairo: Disembark your cruise and fly from
Luxor to Cairo. Upon arrival in Cairo, transfer to your hotel for overnight. (B)
Day 13 (Tue) - Cairo: Enjoy a day of leisure in Cairo. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 14 (Wed) - Cairo: Transfer in the evening to the Cairo airport. (B)
Day 15 (Thu) - En Route: Early morning flight to Toronto.

OPTIONAL TOUR SUGGESTIONS
St. Catherine’s Monastery from Sharm El Sheikh: An early morning
start on this excursion begins with a few hours drive to St. Catherine’s
Monastery. Start to climb Mount Moses, which is the highest peak in
Egypt and believed to have been the mountain where Moses received
the Ten Commandments. You can watch the sunrise from the summit
and on a clear day you can see over the entire Sinai to the Red Sea.
After descending from the mountain, visit St. Catherine’s Monastery, the
oldest known lived in monastery in the world still functioning today. The
Monastery houses Greek Orthodox Monks and a collection of icons and
library of scriptures second only to the Vatican in Rome.

199

$

Hot Air Ballooning in Luxor: Discover the spectacular beauty of Luxor
from the air during this unique and unforgettable experience. In the
morning, transfer by motorboat to the West Bank for a balloon ride.
While soaring in the air, see a stunning sunrise and take in an aerial view
overlooking the West Bank (Thebes) including Hatshepsut’s Temple and
many other ancient Egyptian sites. If you depart from the East Bank, you
will be able to see the sites of the Karnak and Luxor Temples. Please note
that sightseeing opportunities is dependent on wind speed and direction.

159

$

LotusHolidays.ca

EC1 EC2

Grand Egyptian Discovery & The Red Sea
17 Days / 14 Nights Cairo, Luxor, Aswan & the Red Sea (Hurghada or Sharm el Sheikh) - including a 7 night Nile Cruise

TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 3 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 7 Night Nile cruise
based on full board | 4 Nights hotel on the Red Sea | All domestic flights | Sightseeing as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All transfers
in Egypt including baggage handling | Service of an English-speaking Egyptologist guide | Meals as per itinerary

EC1 - Hurghada | EC2 - Sharm El Sheikh
Day 1 (Thu) - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 (Fri) - Cairo: Upon arrival at Cairo airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 3 (Sat) - Cairo: Visit Memphis, city of the God Ptah and the capital of the
oldest kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the statue of
Ramses II exists, Saqqara where the famous Unas Pyramid is located, King
Zoser Step Pyramid, and Mastaba Tomb of TI. In the afternoon, you will visit
the infamous great Pyramids of Giza and the Sphinx, a colossal lion with a
pharaoh’s head. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Sun) - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum, which houses a magnificent
collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut Ankh
Amun. In the afternoon, you will proceed to Old Cairo to visit the citadel of
Salah El Din, and the Mohammed Ali Mosque situated high above the city.
Continue to visit the Church of Abu Serga, Moallaqa Church (Hanging Church)
and Ben Ezra Synagogue, the oldest Jewish synagogue in Egypt. If you wish
to browse and shop, your tour will stop at the bustling Khan El Khalili Bazaar
displaying and selling all types of oriental goods. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 5 (Mon) - Cairo / Luxor / Nile Cruise: Transfer to the Cairo airport for a
short flight to Luxor. Upon arrival, transfer to your Nile cruise for embarkation.
In the afternoon, you will visit the great Luxor Temple and the magnificent
Karnak Temple of Amon with its Famous Hypostyle Hall and the 134 huge
columns. Overnight in Luxor aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 6 (Tue) - Nile Cruise: Sail on your cruise along the Nile to Edfu. Overnight
aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 7 (Wed) - Nile Cruise: Visit the Horus Temple. Sail to Kom Ombo, to visit
Sobek and Haroeries Temple. Continue to Aswan. (BLD)
Day 8 (Thu) - Nile Cruise: In Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms divided by
immense granite rocks and islands, in particular the island of Elephantine.

EC1 - P.P. In Double

First Class

Sep 16 - Dec 09

2798

Dec 10 - Jan 06

3198

Jan 07 - May 31

2798

Deluxe

There is only a small area of fertile land producing what are considered the
finest dates in all of Egypt. Visit the Unfinished Obelisk in the ancient Granite
Quarries, the Old and New Dams, and Temple of Philae. In the afternoon, you
will sail in a felucca to view Kitchener’s Island, the Botanical Garden, and the
Aga Khan mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 9 (Fri) - Nile Cruise: Optional tour of Abu Simbel available. In the afternoon,
you will sail to Kom Ombo. Continue to Edfu and overnight. (BLD)
Day 10 (Sat) - Nile Cruise: In the morning, you will sail to Esna. Continue to
Luxor and overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 11 (Sun) - Nile Cruise: Begin sightseeing in Luxor including the West
Bank (Thebes), where some of the richest treasures in the world are located
such as the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amun in the Valley of the Kings. Visit some of
these tombs as well some of the beautiful tombs in the Valley of the Queens.
Continue to visit Hatsheput’s Temple. The temple was built at the beginning of
the New Kingdom, in the reign of Queen Hatshepsut. Also see the Colossi of
Memnon. Overnight in Luxor aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 12 (Mon) - Nile Cruise / Luxor / Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada: Disembark
and transfer from Luxor to Hurghada by land or to Sharm El Sheikh by air.
Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel and enjoy some time of leisure exploring the
coastal area on your own. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 13 (Tue) - Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada: Day of leisure on the Red
Sea. Enjoy the many water sports available or take our optional desert safari
excursion. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 14 (Wed) - Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada: Enjoy a day of leisure along
the Red Sea. You may like to partake in some of the water or desert activities
available. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 15 (Thu) - Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada: Enjoy a final day of leisure
relaxing along the Red Sea. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 16 (Fri) - Sharm El Sheikh or Hurghada / Cairo: Transfer to the airport for
your return flight to Toronto with a connection in Cairo. (B)
Day 17 (Sat) - En Route: Early morning flight to Toronto.

Sup. Deluxe

EC2 - P.P. In Double

First Class

Deluxe

3498

5298

Sep 16 - Dec 09

Sup. Deluxe

2998

3498

5298

4198

7198

Dec 10 - Jan 06

3398

4598

8098

3598

6298

Jan 07 - May 31

2998

3998

7198

Jun 01 - Sep 15

2998

3798

6398

Jun 01 - Sep 15

3198

4198

7298

Sep 16 - Dec 10

2898

3698

6398

Sep 16 - Dec 10

3098

4098

7298

Taxes

489

489

489

Taxes

489

489

489

Single Supplement

1198

1898

3699

Single Supplement

1298

1898

3899

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online
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EL

Nile: From Cairo to Aswan

17 Days / 14 Nights Cairo, Luxor & Aswan - including a 12 night Nile Cruise from Cairo
TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 2 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 12 Night Nile cruise
based on full board departing from Cairo| Domestic flights from Aswan to Cairo | Sightseeing as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All
transfers in Egypt including baggage handling | Service of an English-speaking Egyptologist guide | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 - Cairo: Upon arrival at the Cairo airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities, and transferred to your hotel.
Day 3 - Cairo: Visit Memphis, the City of the God Ptah and the capital of the
oldest kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the Statue of
Ramses II exist, Saqqara, location of the Unas Pyramid, King Zoser Step
Pyramid, and the Mastaba Tomb of Ti. In the afternoon, visit the Great Pyramids
of Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world and the mysterious
Sphinx, a colossal lion with a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 - Cairo / Nile Cruise - Beni Suef: In the evening, transfer to your Nile
cruise for embarkation. Begin your sail along the Nile from Cairo to your first
port-of-call, Beni Suef. Overnight aboard your cruise. (BD)
Day 5 - Nile Cruise - Beni Suef / Hawara: Beni Suef, famed in the Middle Ages
for its textiles, lies on the West bank of the Nile. Visit the pyramid of Meidum.
It is believed to have been begun by Huni, the last king of the 3rd Dynasty.
Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 6 - Nile Cruise - Hawara / Minya: Enjoy a day of leisure sailing along the
Nile. Overnight aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 7 - Nile Cruise - Beni Hasan: After breakfast, set out for the rock tombs of
Beni Hasan lying on the East bank of the Nile. After lunch, visit the necropolis
of Tuna El Gebel, housing the burial place of Hermoupolis and nearby the
Funerary of Temple of Petosiris. Continue to El-Ashmunein, marking the site of
the once famous city of Khmunu, center of the cult of Thoth and site of Amun’s
sanctuary. Overnight aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 8 - Nile Cruise - Tell El Amarna: Sail from Beni Hasan to Assiut. En route,
see Tell El Amarna on the East bank of the river and once the ancient city of
Akhetaten. Overnight aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 9 - Nile Cruise - Assiut / Sohag / El Balyana: Enjoy day of leisure sailing
along the Nile mesmerized by enchanting and contrasting sceneries. Overnight
aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 10 - Nile Cruise - Abydos / Qena: After breakfast, visit the Temple
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EL - P.P. In Double

Deluxe

Sep 16 - Dec 10

4498

Dec 11 - Jan 06

4898

Jan 07 - May 31

4498

Jun 01 - Sep 15

4698

Sep 16 - Dec 10

4598

Taxes

489

Single Supplement

2499

of Abydos, burial site of the dead from the 6th Dynasty, including royalty.
Overnight aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 11 - Nile Cruise - Dendera: After breakfast, visit the remains of ancient
Dendera, prominently situated on the West bank of the Nile. This was one
of the most ancient and famous of Egyptian cities. Within its enclosure are
a number of other shrines in addition to the main gate temple. Inside houses
the temple of Hathor and chapel of Isis impressing the beholder with its fine
proportions. Continue your sail to Luxor. Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 12 - Nile Cruise - Luxor: In the afternoon, visit the great Luxor Temple
and the magnificent Karnak Temple of Amun with its famous Hypostyle Hall
and the 134 huge columns, the Statue of Ramses II, the Obelisk of Queen
Hatshepsut and the Scared Lake. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 13 - Nile Cruise - Luxor / Esna: Enjoy sightseeing in Luxor, including the
West Bank, where some of the richest treasures in the world are located such
as the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amun in the Valley of the Kings. Visit some of these
tombs as well some of the tombs in the Valley of the Queens. Continue to visit
Hatsheput’s Temple and the Colossi of Memnon. (BLD)
Day 14 - Nile Cruise - Edfu / Kom Ombo: In the morning, sail to Edfu. Visit
the Horus Temple of Edfu, one of the three beautiful temples of the Ptolemaic
Period. Sail to Kom Ombo. Overnight aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 15 - Nile Cruise - Aswan: In the morning, visit the Sobek Temple, dedicated
to the two gods, which offers beautiful murals and reliefs. Continue sailing to
Aswan. In Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms divided by immense granite
rocks and islands, in particular the island of Elephantine. There is only a small
area of fertile land producing what are considered the finest dates in all of
Egypt. Visit the High Dam, and the Granite Quarries and the Philae Temple. In
the afternoon, you will sail on an Egyptian felucca. Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)
Day 16 - Nile Cruise / Aswan / Cairo / En Route: Disembark from your Nile
cruise and transfer to the airport for your flight to Cairo in time for your return
flight to Toronto. (B)
Day 17 - En Route: Very early morning flight to Toronto.

OPTIONAL TOUR SUGGESTIONS
Nubian Village in Aswan: Take a peaceful and scenic sailboat ride along
the Nile before coming to a typical Nubian village. Discover the modest
and peaceful lives of the Nubians. Here, you will have the opportunity to
walk around, do some shopping and bargaining in the roadside stalls.
Enjoy a visit to a local and authentic Nubian home for a cold drink. Take
a peek into their daily and natural lifestyle. This optional tour includes
return transfers.

75

$

LotusHolidays.ca

ED

Dahabiya: A Taste of Time

15 Days / 12 Nights Cairo, Luxor, & Aswan - including a 7 night dahabiya

TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 5 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 7 Night Dahabiyya
based on full board | Domestic flights from Cairo to Luxor and Aswan to Cairo | Sightseeing as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All
transfers in Egypt including baggage handling | Service of an English-speaking Egyptologist guide | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 (Mon) - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 (Tue) - Cairo: Upon arrival at the Cairo airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities, and transferred to your hotel.
Day 3 (Wed) - Cairo: Visit Memphis, the City of the God Ptah and the capital
of the oldest kingdom in the world where the Alabaster Sphinx and the Statue
of Ramses II exist, Saqqara, location of the Unas Pyramid, King Zoser Step
Pyramid, and the Mastaba Tomb of Ti. In the afternoon, visit the great Pyramids
of Giza, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world and the mysterious
Sphinx, a colossal lion with a pharaoh’s head. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Thu) - Cairo: After breakfast, visit the Egyptian Museum housing a
magnificent collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures
of Tut Ankh Amun. In the afternoon, you will proceed to Old Cairo to visit the
citadel of Salah El Din, and the Mohammed Ali Mosque situated high above
the city. Continue to visit the Church of Abu Serga, Moallaqa Church (Hanging
Church) and Ben Ezra Synagogue, the oldest Jewish synagogue in Egypt. For
those who wish to browse and shop, your tour will stop at the bustling Khan El
Khalili Bazaar displaying and selling all types of oriental goods. Enjoy some
time of leisure. Return to your hotel. (BL)
Day 5 (Fri) - Cairo: Enjoy a day of leisure in Cairo exploring the city on your
own. Optional tours are available. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 6 (Sat) - Nile Sailing - Luxor: Transfer in the morning to the Cairo airport for
a flight to Luxor. Transfer to your dahabiya for embarkation. On the East Bank
where the sun rises, visit the Temple of Amon-Ra at Karnak and the Temple of
Luxor. Your dahabiya will be moored at the Nile river bank in Luxor. (LD)
Day 7 (Sun) - Nile Sailing - Luxor: In the morning, enjoy sightseeing in Luxor,
including the West Bank (Thebes), where some of the richest treasures in the
world are located such as the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amun in the Valley of the
Kings. Visit some of these tombs as well some of the tombs in the Valley of
the Queens. Continue to visit Hatsheput’s Temple, built at the beginning of the
New Kingdom in the reign of Queen Hatshepsut. See the Colossi of Memnon.
Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)

Day 8 (Mon) - Nile Sailing - Luxor / Esna: Your dahabiya sails towards Esna
(passing the famous locks). At ease on the deck, you will watch a panorama
reminiscent of the time of the Ancient Egyptians. Observe as rural farmers now
cultivate land once walked by Pharaohs. Overnight on the Nile banks. (BLD)
Day 9 (Tue) - Nile Sailing - Esna / Edfu: After breakfast, your dahabiya will
sail to El Kab, one of the oldest cities in Egypt. Continue sailing towards Edfu
where you will visit the Temple of Horus, the falcon-god, considered the bestpreserved temple in Ancient Egypt and the second largest after the Temple of
Karnak. Overnight moored by an island along the Nile. (BLD)
Day 10 (Wed) - Nile Sailing - Djebel Silsileh: Depart towards Djebel Silsileh,
where the Nile flows between two mountains. Here, you will be among the
very few, as the larger vessel can only pass in the distance. Continue sailing
towards Aswan mesmerized by the Egyptian landscape - the desert reaching
the edges of the western shores while palms and vast spreads of greenery
cover the East bank. Overnight moored beside an island along the Nile. (BLD)
Day 11 (Thu) - Nile Sailing - Kom Ombo: Sail to Kom Ombo where you will visit
the Ptolemaic Temple of Sobek & Haroeries. Continue towards Aswan where
your dahabiya will moor overnight. (BLD)
Day 12 (Fri) - Nile Sailing - Aswan: In Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms
divided by immense granite rocks and islands, in particular the island of
Elephantine. There is only a small area of fertile land producing what are
considered the finest dates in all of Egypt. After breakfast, visit the Temple
of Philae dedicated to the Goddess Isis which was rescued from the waters
of Lake Nasser. Enjoy some time of leisure exploring the souks of Aswan.
Overnight aboard your dahabiya. (BLD)
Day 13 (Sat) - Nile Sailing - Aswan / Cairo: In the morning, you will disembark
from your dahabiya. Transfer to the airport for a return flight to Cairo. Transfer
to your hotel for overnight. (B)
Day 14 (Sun) - Cairo: Enjoy a morning of leisure. In the evening, transfer to the
airport for your return flight to Toronto. (B)
Day 15 (Mon) - En Route: Very early morning flight.

ABOUT THE DAHABIYA
ED - P.P. In Double

Deluxe

Superior Deluxe

Sep 16 - Dec 09

3698

4798

Dec 10 - Jan 06

4098

7598

Jan 07 - May 31

3698

5698

Jun 01 - Sep 15

3898

5798

Sep 16 - Dec 10

3798

5798

Taxes

489

489

Single Supplement

1999

3599

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online

At the beginning of the 20th Century, seduced by this quiet, leisurely and
comfortable means of transport, Egypt’s monarchy, its entourage and other
sophisticated travelers journeyed along the Nile in style aboard these elegant
“dahabiya.” Gracious living, fine foods and amenities were fundamental to
this unique and distinctive experience. Today, these “dahabiya” have been
revived with modern comfort and conveniences. Their limited capacity
for cabins allows their guests a romantic and intimate encounter with the
essence of Egypt. Embark on this journey of refinement with one of our
exceptional dahabiyas.
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EO

Egyptian Desert Safari

15 Days / 12 Nights Cairo, Bahareya, Farafra, Dakhla, Kharga, Luxor & Aswan - including a 4 night Nile cruise
TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo | 3 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and breakfast | 4 Nights jeep safari in
the Western Desert including camping gear and driver | 1 Night hotel in Luxor | 4 Night Nile cruise | Domestic flight from Aswan to Cairo | Sightseeing
as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All transfers in Egypt including baggage handling | Service of an English-speaking Egyptologist
guide | Meals as per itinerary
Day 1 (Sat) - En Route: An overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 (Sun) - Cairo: Upon arrival at the Cairo airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 3 (Mon) - Cairo: After breakfast, drive to Memphis, the City of the God
Ptah and the capital of the oldest kingdom in the world. Visit the Alabaster
Sphinx and the Statue of Ramses II. Continue to Saqqara to visit the famous
Unas Pyramid, King Zoser Step Pyramid, Mastaba Tomb of Ti, and the Tomb
of Ptahotep. In the afternoon, visit the infamous great Pyramids of Giza, one of
the seven wonders of the ancient world, and the mysterious Sphinx, a colossal
lion with a pharaoh’s head. Return to your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Tue) - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum, which houses a magnificent
collection of Pharaonic antiquities, especially the golden treasures of Tut Ankh
Amun. In the afternoon, proceed to Old Cairo to visit the citadel of Salah El
Din, and the Mohammed Ali Mosque situated high above the city. Continue
to the Church of Abu Serga, Moallaqa Church and Ben Ezra Synagogue. If
you wish to browse and shop, your tour will stop at the Khan El Khalili Bazaar
displaying and selling all types of oriental goods. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 5 (Wed) - Cairo / Bahareya: After breakfast, start by driving from Cairo
to Bahareya Oasis. Upon arrival in Bahareya, walk through the fields of the
amazing long palm trees. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 6 (Thu) - Bahareya / White Desert: After breakfast, visit the Golden
Mummies Museum, Bounty Tomb, Sault Lake, the beautiful desert & Maghrafa
Mountains. Depart towards the White Desert. Continue to the Aqqabat sand
dunes, Crystal Mountain, Elheiz Old Oasis and the Black Desert. Reaching
the oasis, continue driving through the White Desert exploring the different
lime stone formations. Overnight at your camp under a canopy of stars. (BLD)
Day 7 (Fri) - Farafra / Dakhla: After breakfast in the White Desert, drive to
Farafra Oasis. Continue to the Dakhla Oasis and visit the old Islamic style city
of El Qassr and the tomb of Mozzawqka. Overnight in Dakhla. (BLD)
Day 8 (Sat) - Dakhla / Kharga: After breakfast, begin your day by travelling to
the yellow desert. After lunch, continue your drive to enjoy sightseeing of the

largest oasis in Kharga. Visit the famed El Bagawat cemetery housing over
200 tombs. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 9 (Sun) - Kharga / Luxor: Enjoy exploring the old city of Kharga. Visit the
El Wadi El Gedid Museum and Temple of Hibis, dedicated to Theban Triad:
the gods Amun, Mut and Khonsu. Drive to Luxor and transfer to your hotel. (B)
Day 10 (Mon) - Luxor / Nile Cruise: After breakfast, transfer to your Nile cruise
for embarkation. In the afternoon, you will visit the great Luxor Temple and the
magnificent Karnak Temple of Amun with its famous Hypostyle Hall and 134
huge columns, the Statue of Ramses II, the Obelisk of Queen Hatshepsut and
the Scared Lake. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 11 (Tue) - Nile Cruise: Visit the West Bank (Thebes) where there are some
of the richest treasures in the world: the Tomb of Tut Ankh Amun among other
royal tombs. Also see some of the beautifully coloured tombs in the Valley of
the Queens. Continue to visit Hatshepsut’s Funerary Temple at Dier El Bahari
and the Colossi of Memnon. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 12 (Wed) - Nile Cruise: In the morning, visit the Horus Temple of Edfu,
one of the three beautiful temples of the Ptolemaic Period. Sail to Kom Ombo
and visit the Sobek Temple, dedicated to the two gods, which offers beautiful
murals and reliefs. Sail to Aswan and overnight aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 13 (Thu) - Nile Cruise: In Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms divided
by immense granite rocks and islands, in particular the island of Elephantine.
There is only a small area of fertile land producing what are considered the
finest dates in all of Egypt. After breakfast, visit the High Dam, the Granite
Quarries, and the Philae Temple. In the afternoon, sail on an Egyptian felucca
to view the Elephantine Island, the Botanical Gardens on Kitchener Island and
the Aga Khan Mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 14 (Fri) - Nile Cruise / Aswan / Cairo: In the morning, disembark from your
Nile cruise, and enjoy some time of leisure exploring the bustling markets.
Transfer to the airport in Aswan for your short flight to Cairo. Arrive in Cairo in
time for your flight to Toronto. (B)
Day 15 (Sat) - En Route: Early morning flight to Toronto.

WHITE DESERT
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EO - P.P. In Double

Rate

Sep 16 - Dec 10

3098

Dec 11 - Jan 06

3498

Jan 07 - May 31

3098

Jun 01 - Sep 15

3298

Sep 16 - Dec 10

3198

Taxes

489

Single Supplement

1499

Located near Farafra, the White Desert is the most distinguished desert
destination in Egypt. The quantity of unearthly and beautiful wind-carved
rock formations shaped in many different forms is unequalled to any
desert in the world. The imagery of the white expanse is reminiscent
of polar weather conditions, but with the warmth of the Egyptian sun.
Camping in the White Desert is an exotic and unique experience for
many travelers. Your escort will set up a tented camp in a remote location
prior to your BBQ dinner. Because of the lack of light pollution and smog,
there will be ample opportunity to enjoy the celestial sky at night.

LotusHolidays.ca

Abu Simbel
Half Day - Excursion

:After the pyramids, Abu Simbel is one of Egypt’s most famous and remarkable
sites. The temple was built 3000 years ago in honour of Ramses II and his wife,
Queen Nefertari.
:Four powerful figures of the pharaohs stand over 60 feet tall on the façade
of the structure. This temple, which has remained nearly intact over the ages,
was rescued from the rising waters of Lake Nasser by a team of UNESCO
engineers. This excursion includes a return flight from Aswan through the
facilities of Egypt Air’s modern fleet.
P.P. In Double

By Air

By Land

Abu Simbel

329

120

Alexandria
3 Days / 2 Nights - Excursion

:Alexandria is the country’s main port and is known as the pearl of the
Mediterranean, once the center of culture in the Greco-Roman civilization.
Visitors can find indications of its ancient splendor in its excavations and
museum. Its main attraction today are its beaches, some of the loveliest in
the Mediterranean. Alexandria is a great center of the Egyptian cotton trade
industry, and there are many spinning-mills, weaving-mills and other textile
working establishments in and around the city.
Day 1 - Cairo / Alexandria: In the morning, you will be picked up from your hotel
and taken by road to the beautiful city of Alexandria. Upon arrival, transfer to
your hotel. Enjoy some time of leisure exploring the city on your own. (B)
Day 2 - Alexandria: After breakfast, start on a full day of sightseeing starting
with the newly built Library of Alexandria, one of modern architectures greatest
marvel. You will also visit the Catacombs of Kom El Shuqafa where the tombs
are distinctly Romanesque, but the sculpture and reliefs are of the Egyptian
gods. Visit the recently excavated Roman Amphitheatre. You will be directed
to the underwater site in the Eastern Port of the newly discovered Cleopatra
Temple and continue on to Pompeys Pillar which was erected in honour of the
Emperor Diocletian. Enjoy some time of leisure exploring this magnificent sea
side city on your own. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 3 - Cairo: In the morning, you will be picked up from your hotel for your
return to Cairo by road. Arrive in Cairo. End of services. (B)

P.P. In Double

First Class

Deluxe

Sep 1 - Apr 30

499

599

May 1 Aug 31

599

699

Single Supplement

299

399

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online

The Oasis

7 Days / 6 Nights - Excursion
:For the more adventurous, a journey through the Egyptian Western Desert
enables you to explore five captivating and lush oases that characterize the
vast expanse. Mingle with Bedouins, embrace the starry night skies and
visit ancient ruins all while embarking on a jeep safari marked by an endless
stunning range of desert landscapes. A truly remarkable experience.
Day 1 - Cairo / Siwa: Begin your desert safari in the morning with a drive from
Cairo towards the Western Desert for the Siwa Oasis. Travel in a jeep via
El Alamein and Marsa Matrouh enjoying the spectacular and awe-inspiring
views. You may stop in Marsa Matrouh for a short swim. Upon arrival in Siwa,
check in to your hotel for overnight. (LD)
Day 2 - Siwa: In the morning, explore the beautiful oasis of Siwa surrounded
by its lush vegetation. Visit Siwa’s famed archaeological sites: the Temple of
the Oracle, Temple of Amun and the ancient fortress of Shali. Take a dip in the
magnificent bath of Cleopatra, a spring frequented by many locals. Overnight
at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 3 - Siwa / Bahareya: After a walking tour through Siwa’s palm groves, you
will travel along the route of Alexander the Great towards the oasis and lakes
of Bahareya. En route, visit Areg, known for its chalk cliffs at its tombs. Upon
arrival in Bahareya, walk through the fields of the amazing long palm trees.
Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 4 - Bahareya / White Desert: After breakfast, visit the Golden Mummies
Museum, Bounty Tomb, Sault Lake, the beautiful dessert & Maghrafa
Mountains. Depart towards the White Desert. Continue to the Aqqabat sand
dunes, Crystal Mountain, Elheiz Old Oasis and the Black Desert. Reaching
the oasis, continue driving through the White Desert exploring the different
incredible lime stone formations. Overnight at your tented camp under a
canopy of stars. (BLD)
Day 5 - White Desert / Farafra / Dakhla: After breakfast in the White Desert,
drive to the oasis of Farafra and take in its marvelous scenery. Continue to the
oasis of Dakhla and visit the old Islamic style city of El Qassr and the tomb of
Mozzawqka. Overnight at your hotel in Dakhla. (BLD)
Day 6 - Dakhla / Kharga: After breakfast, begin your day by travelling to the
yellow desert. After lunch, continue your drive to enjoy sightseeing of the
largest oasis in Kharga. Visit the famed El Bagawat cemetery housing around
200 tombs. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 7 - Kharga / Luxor: Enjoy exploring the old city of Kharga. Visit the El Wadi
El Gedid Museum and Temple of Hibis, dedicated to Theban Triad: the gods
Amun, Mut and Khonsu. Continue to Luxor. End of services. (BL)
P.P. In Double

Dates

Tourist Class

The Oasis

All Year

1898

15

EK1

Egypt & Kenya Adventure

17 Days / 15 Nights Cairo, Luxor, Aswan, a 4 night Nile Cruise, Nairobi, Amboseli, Lake Nakuru & Samburu
TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Cairo with a return from Nairobi | 3 Nights hotel in Cairo based on bed and
breakfast | 4 Night Nile cruise based on full board | Domestic flights in Egypt | 6 Nights safari in Kenya | 1 Night hotel in Nairobi based on bed and
breakfast | Sightseeing and game drives as detailed in the itinerary, including site and park entrance fees | All transfers in Egypt and Kenya | Baggage
handling | Meals as per itinerary
16
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Day 1 (Thu) - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 (Fri) - Cairo: Upon arrival in Cairo, you will be met by our representative,
assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 3 (Sat) - Cairo: Visit Memphis, the City of the God Ptah where the Alabaster
Sphinx and the Statue of Ramses II exist, and Saqqara where the Zoser Step
Pyramid is located. In the afternoon, you will visit the great Pyramids of Giza,
one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. Nearby is the mysterious
Sphinx, a colossal lion with a pharaoh’s head. Return to your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Sun) - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum housing the golden treasures
of Tut Ankh Amun. You will proceed to Old Cairo to visit the citadel of Salah
El Din, and the Mohammed Ali Mosque. Continue to visit the Church of Abu
Serga, Moallaqa Church and the Ben Ezra Synagogue, the oldest Jewish
synagogue in Egypt. Stop at the bustling Khan El Khalili Bazaar selling all
types of oriental goods and handcrafts. Return to your hotel. (BL)
Day 5 (Mon) - Cairo / Luxor / Nile Cruise: In the morning, depart Cairo for
Luxor by air for embarkation on your Nile cruise. The town of Luxor is located
in Upper Egypt and lies on the right bank of the Nile. In the afternoon, you will
visit the great Luxor Temple and the magnificent Karnak Temple of Amun with
its famous Hypostyle Hall and its 134 huge columns, the Statue of Ramses
II, the Obelisk of Queen Hatshepsut and the Sacred Lake. Overnight in Luxor
aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 6 (Tue) - Nile Cruise: In the morning, your sightseeing in Luxor includes the
West Bank (Thebes) where some of the richest treasures in the world exists,
including royal tombs such as Ramses VI in the Valley of the Kings. You’ll be
able to visit some of these tombs in addition to some of the beautifully colored
tombs of the Valley of the Queens. Visit Hatshepsut’s Funerary Temple at Dier
El Bahari, built at the beginning of the New Kingdom. Also see the Colossi of
Memnon. In the afternoon, sail through the locks of Esna to Edfu. (BLD)
Day 7 (Wed) - Nile Cruise: Visit the Horus Temple of Edfu, one of the three
beautiful temples of the Ptolemaic Period. Sail to Kom Ombo, where you will
visit the Sobek Temple dedicated to the two gods, offering beautiful murals
and reliefs. Sail to Aswan and overnight aboard your Nile cruise. (BLD)
Day 8 (Thu) - Nile Cruise: In Aswan, the Nile parts into many arms divided by
immense granite rocks and islands, in particular the island of Elephantine.
There is only a small area of fertile land producing what are considered the
finest dates in all of Egypt. In the morning, visit the High Dam, the Granite
Quarries and the Philae Temple. In the afternoon, sail on an Egyptian felucca
passing by Elephantine Island and view the Botanical Gardens on Kitchener
Island and the Aga Khan Mausoleum. Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 9 (Fri) - Aswan / Cairo: Disembark from your Nile cruise and enjoy some
time of leisure. Transfer to the Aswan airport for your flight to Nairobi with a
connection in Cairo. (B)
Day 10 (Sat) - Nairobi / Amboseli: Upon arrival in Nairobi, you will be met
by our representative and transferred to your hotel. Depart in the morning
for Amboseli National Park. Enjoy an afternoon game drive searching for

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online

elephants eminently photographic in the these splendid surroundings at the
base of Mount Kilimanjaro. Overnight in Amboseli. (BLD)
Day 11 (Sun) - Amboseli: Start your day with one of the classic images of
Africa, the snow-capped peak of Kilimanjaro. Take a morning game drive
where you might be able to spot the endangered black rhino, along with a
spectacular range of wild life. Overnight at your lodge Amboseli. (BLD)
Day 12 (Mon) - Amboseli / Lake Nakuru: Embark on an early morning game
drive in Amboseli before departing for Lake Nakuru. En route, stop for lunch in
Nairobi. Stop at the rift valley view point for spectacular scenery and the town
of Nakuru. Lake Nakuru is one of the Rift Valley soda lakes at an elevation of
1754 m above sea level. It lies to the south of Nakuru and is protected by Lake
Nakuru National Park. Game drive of the shores of Africa’s shallow soda lakes
to view the many wildlife. The lake is home for many of the water bird species,
especially the lesser flamingoes. Overnight in the area. (BLD)
Day 13 (Tue) - Lake Nakuru: Today, enjoy a full day game drive and picnic
lunch in Lake Nakuru National Park. Overnight in the Nakuru area. (BLD)
Day 14 (Wed) - Lake Nakuru / Samburu: Depart towards northern Kenya. En
route, see the ever changing landscapes. Stop by the Thomson falls and the
equator line where it separates the Northern and Southern hemispheres. If the
skies are clear, you will also see the snow capped peak of Mount Kenya. Visit a
Samburu tribesmen village who are close cousins of the Masai before a game
drive en route to the campsite. Overnight in Samburu. (BLD)
Day 15 (Thu) - Samburu: After breakfast you will enjoy a full day game drive
looking for all kinds of animals that are indigenous to this area. Lions, crocodiles,
elephants, reticulated giraffe, Grevy’s zebra, and the Somali ostrich. (BLD)
Day 16 (Fri) - Samburu / Nairobi: Today, drive back to the city of Nairobi,
crossing through the highlands of central Kenya. You may like to extend your
stay by two-nights in Maasai Mara (optional). Overnight in Nairobi. (B)
Day 17 (Sat) - Nairobi / Toronto: Transfer to the Nairobi airport for your return
flight to Toronto. (B)
EK1 - P.P. In
Double

Tourist Class

First Class

Deluxe
6898

Sep 16 - Oct 31

5198

6098

Nov 01 - Dec 10

4998

5698

6798

Dec 11 - Jan 06

5598

6298

7398

Jan 07 - May 31

4998

5598

6598

Jun 01 - Oct 31

5198

6098

6898

Nov 01 - Dec 10

5098

5798

6898

Taxes

616

616

616

Single Supplement

1398

1698

1998
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H1

Holy Land Tour

8 Days / 7 Nights Tel Aviv, Haifa, Jeruselem, Nazareth, Bethlehem & Galilee
TOUR INCLUDES: 7 Nights accommodation in the Holy Land based on bed and breakfast: Tel Aviv (2), Jerusalem (3), & Galilee (2) | Sightseeing
and shore excursions as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All transfers in Israel | Service of licensed English-speaking guides | Meals
as per itinerary

Day 1 (Sun) - Tel Aviv: Upon arrival at the Tel Aviv airport, you will be met by
our representative, and transferred to your hotel in Tel Aviv.
Day 2 (Mon) - Beer Sheba / Masada / Dead Sea: Depart from Tel Aviv via
Ashdod, Ashkelon to arrive at Beer Sheba the Negev capital. Continue to
Masada. Ascend by cable car to take a tour of the ancient fortress where
the Zealots made their stand against the Romans before committing mass
suicide in 73 AD. Descend by cable car, and if time and weather permits, an
opportunity will be provided to “float” on the Dead Sea. Continue via Ein Gedi
towards Jerusalem and overnight. (B)
Day 3 (Tue) - Jerusalem New City: Start the day with a drive to Mt. Scopus for
a panoramic view of Jerusalem. Continue to the Garden of Gethsemane and
the church of Agony. Visit the Shrine of the Book at the Israel Museum, which
houses the Dead Sea Scrolls. Continue to visit Yad Vashem Museum, a great
memorial to the Holocaust. In the afternoon, you will visit Hadassah Medical
Center to view the stained glass windows. Return via Ein Karem, the birth
place of St. John the Baptist. Overnight in Jerusalem. (B)
Day 4 (Wed) - Jerusalem Old City / Bethlehem: The Old City of Jerusalem is
a 0.9 sq km walled area within the modern city of Jerusalem. Walk through
the Gates of the walled Old City, the renewed Jewish Quarter, the Western
Wall, the Temple, the colourful bazaars, the Via Dolorosa and the stations
of the cross ending at the church of the Holy Sepulcher. Continue to visit the
tomb of King David, the room of the Last Supper and Dormition Abbey. In the
afternoon, continue to Bethlehem, the birthplace of Jesus and visit the Church
of Nativity. Overnight in Jerusalem. (B)
Day 5 (Thu) - Beit Shean / Tiberias / Galilee: Drive north through the Jordan
Valley to Jericho, the oldest city in the world. The remains of more than 20
successive settlements in Jericho have been unearthed, the first of which
dates back 11,000 years, almost to the very beginning of the Holocene epoch
of the earth’s history. Continue to Beit Shean to visit the excavation of this
beautiful Roman city. Proceed to Tiberias, the old center of Jewish learning.
Drive along the shores of the Sea of Galilee to reach Capernaum where you
will visit the ruins of second century synagogue. The area contains many of
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Jesus Christs’ miracle sites such as the miracle of the fish and loaves and the
Sermon on the Mount. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 6 (Fri) - Galilee / Golan Heights / Nazareth: Drive to the Golan Heights.
Visit the Druze village via Banias, the source of the Jordan River. Proceed
via Hula Valley to Safed, city of the Kabalah to visit the synagogue and artists
colony. Continue to Nazareth to visit the church of Annunciation, St. Joseph’s
Workshop and St. Mary’s Well. Return and overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 7 (Sat) - Acre / Haifa / Caesarea / Tel Aviv: After breakfast, drive to Acre and
visit the Crusader stronghold and medieval fortifications under the Romans.
Continue to Haifa and visit the Bahai Shrine, the Persian Garden and continue
to Mount Carmel for a panoramic view of the city and the bay. Proceed along
the coast to Caesarea to visit the Roman Theater and Crusader fortress. Drive
to Tel Aviv and take a short walking tour of Tel Aviv and the old port of Jaffa.
Return to Tel Aviv and overnight. (B)
Day 8 (Sun) - En Route: Transfer to the Tel Aviv airport for your return. You may
like to add an extension tour to Jordan. (B)

JORDAN EXTENSION
:Extend your stay with a short two-night trip to Jordan. Highlights include
the reknowned Red-Rose City in Petra. Quick itinerary guide below:
Day 8 (Sun) - Jerusalem / Amman: Depart Jerusalem by road to Amman.
Visit the ancient city of Jerash. Overnight in Amman. (B)
Day 9 (Mon) - Madaba / Mt Nebo / Petra: Drive to Madaba, home of the
Byzantine Mosaic map. Continue to Mt. Nebo with its incredible views.
Continue to Petra for overnight. (B)
Day 10 (Tue) - Petra / Tel Aviv: Tour the infamous Red-Rose City of Petra.
In the evening, return to Jerusalem and transfer to the airport for your
departure. You may also like to extend your stay in Jerusalem. (B)

H1 - Land Only P.P. In
Double

Tourist Class

First
Class

Deluxe

Accommodations

Sep 01 - Sep 20

1398

1649

1998

Tel Aviv

Sep 21 - Oct 18

1559

1798

2198

Galilee
Jerusalem

Tourist Class

First Class

Sea Net

Metropolitan

Kibbutz Kfar Giladi Kibbutz Kfar Giladi

Oct 19 - Dec 20

1398

1649

1998

Dec 21 - Dec 28

1559

1798

2198

Dec 29 - Feb 28

1398

1649

1998

Easter & other holidays: supplement applies
Accommodations based on availability

Single Supplement

599

689

899

Add on From Cairo

449

449

449

Gate

Grand Court

Deluxe
Dan Panorama
Kibbutz Deluxe
Dan Panorama
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##
J5

D1

Jordan Circle Tour
5 Days / 4 Nights

Day 1 - Amman: Upon arrival at the airport in Amman, you will be met by our
representative and transferred to your hotel. Amman is the capital and most
populous city of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. Enjoy some time of leisure
exploring this beautiful city on your own. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 2 - Jerash / Ajloun / Amman: Today you will start your sightseeing tour
with a visit to Jerash, the most beautiful and well-preserved Roman city in
existence. Visit the Castle of Ajloun, built by Izz al-Din Usama, a commander
and nephew of Salah ad-Din al-Ayyubi (Saladin), in 1184 AD as a protective
measure for the region against Crusader attacks from Karak in the south and
Bisan in the west. It is an Ayyubid castle that stands atop Jabal Auf, near
Ajloun, in northern Jordan. Return to Amman for overnight. (B)
Day 3 - Madaba / Mount Nebo / Dead Sea / Petra: After breakfast, you will take
the Ancient Silk Road towards Petra. Stop in Madaba, home of the most famous
Byzantine Mosaic map of the Holy Places in the Biblical world. It remains as
part of a floor mosaic in the early Byzantine church of Saint George. Continue
to Mount Nebo with its spectacular view of the Holy Land. The West Bank city
of Jericho is usually visible from the summit, as is Jerusalem on a very clear
day. It’s mentioned in the Bible as the place where Moses was granted a view
of the Promised Land that he would never enter. Drive to the Dead Sea - the
lowest spot on earth. Enjoy some time relaxing in the therapeutic waters once
visited by guests of ancient times, including King Herod the Great and the
charming Egyptian Queen, Cleopatra. The leading attraction at the Dead Sea
is the warm, soothing, and salty water itself – some ten times saltier than sea
water, and rich in chloride salts of magnesium, sodium, potassium, bromine
and several others. Proceed to Petra for overnight. (B)
Day 4 - Petra / Amman: After breakfast, enjoy sightseeing of Petra’s unique
city: Red-Rose City. The site remained unknown to the Western world until
1812, when it was introduced by Swiss explorer Johann Ludwig Burckhardt. In
1985, it became a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Start at the gate and make
your way through the Siq to reach this city. Built by the Arab Nabateans who
carved their monumental tombs, palaces, temples and treasury (Al -Khazaneh)
from the desert rock sandstone in its natural hues of rose and gold. Return to
Amman through the King’s Highway. Overnight at your hotel in Amman. (B)
Day 5 - En Route: Time permitting, you may enjoy some time of leisure
exploring the city on your own doing any last minute shopping. Transfer from
your hotel to the airport in Amman for your departure. (B)

J5 - Land Only P.P. In
Double

First Class

Deluxe

Sep 16 - Aug 31

1089

Arabian Nights In Dubai
5 Days / 4 Nights

Day 1 - Dubai: Upon arrival at the Abu Dhabi airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities, and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 - Dubai City Tour: After breakfast, start your city tour of the spectacular
and lively metropolis of Dubai. Proceed to Bastakia, the oldest part of the
city. Then visit the Dubai Museum in the Al Fahidi Fort and continue to Dubai
Creek. Embark on an abras to cross the creek towards the souks selling spices
and gold. You will see many water taxis in the area. Enjoy the spectacular
view of the city while heading towards the District of Deira. Continue to visit
the Jumeirah Mosque and World Trade Centre, one of the best architectural
buildings in the Middle East. Continue to Burj Khalifa to have lunch around the
musical fountains. Continue your tour with a visit of the “Dubai Mall” housing
over 1,200 shops including a host of world class designers. After, visit Palm
Island and the famous iconic hotel - the Atlantis Hotel - located at the crescent
of palm Jumeirah. Pass by new Dubai Marina and its walk for a small stop.
Drive through Jumairah Lake Towers brand new city, and reach the Barsha
area with the famous Emirates Mall and its impressive and unique all year ski
arena. Return to your hotel and overnight. (B)
Day 3 - Dubai: Enjoy a day of leisure. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 4 - Desert Safari: In the afternoon, begin your desert safari in Dubai with
your jeep 4X4 heading out towards the desert. A beautiful desert sunset stop
is included before continuing to a bedouin camp for dune bashing, a henna
experience, and sand boarding. There will be an opportunity to try riding a
camel. In the evening, enjoy a delicious BBQ dinner prepared on open fires in
front of you. Enjoy the Arabian entertainment including a belly dancer who will
enchant you with her dances. Return to your hotel for overnight. (BD)
Day 5 - En-Route: Transfer to the Abu Dhabi airport for your flight. (B)

AL AIN OPTIONAL TOUR
Al Ain is the traditional seat of the Sheikhs and perhaps the most traditional of
the main cities in the UAE. It is here that the desert life is best demonstrated.
A true series of oases, there is evidence that life in this glorious corner of the
world has continued for millennia. The wealth of culture to be found in this
formerly vital desert trading centre includes bazaars that date back to the
18th century. You can watch the bargaining at the camel market. Enjoy the
hot springs and view from Jebel Hafeet.
D1 - Land Only P.P. In
Double

First Class

Deluxe

1389

Sep 16 - Aug 31

1498

1998

Single Supplement

799

1299

Single Supplement

499

699

Add On From Cairo

449

449

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online

Easter and other holidays: supplement applies
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M1

Imperial Cities Of Morocco
9 Days / 7 Nights Casablanca, Rabat, Fes & Marrakech

TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Casablanca | 7 Nights accommodation in Morocco: Casablanca (2), Rabat (1),
Fez (2), & Marrakech (2) | Service of licensed local English-speaking guides | Sightseeing and excursions as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance
fees | All transfers in Morocco including baggage handling | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 (Fri) - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Casablanca.
Day 2 (Sat) - Casablanca: Upon arrival at the Casablanca airport, you will be
met by our representative and transferred to your hotel. (D)
Day 3 (Sun) - Casablanca / Rabat: After breakfast, you will start your panoramic
tour of this important dynamic city of Casablanca. Your tour will include a visit
to the dazzling Hassan II Mosque. In the afternoon, you will continue to Rabat,
Morocco’s capital, set in a rich coloured landscape. Your sightseeing will
continue with a visit to the “Imperial Garden City,” the Kasbah of Oudayas,
Hassan Tower and walls of the Mechouar which surrounds the royal palace.
Overnight in Rabat at your hotel. (BD)
Day 4 (Mon) - Rabat / Meknes / Fes: Depart for Meknes, the old medina set
in the heart of the Moroccan countryside. Enjoy a tour of the “Moroccan
Versailles,” a town founded in the 17th century by the King Moulay Ismael. The
architecture and the surroundings have remained unchanged for centuries.
A multitude of passages, stairways and small courtyards leads into maze of
merchant streets. Visit Bab Mansour, the royal stables and the Jewish quarter.
Continue for a visit to Moulay Idriss, a sacred Islamic town, passing by the
Roman ruins of Volubilis. Continue to Fes and overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 5 (Tue) - Fes: Spend the day touring the Holy City of Fes which is the oldest
of the Imperial cities. The city has two old medinas, the larger of which is Fes
el Bali. Visit the medieval Medina and religious Islamic centers which include
Medersas, Karaouine Mosque and Nejjarine Fountain. In the afternoon, visit
the famous Souks of Fes bustling with artisans and merchants, its captivating
sounds, fragrances and colour mesmerize the visitors with a constant swirl of
activity. Overnight at your hotel in Fes. (BD)
Day 6 (Wed) - Fes / Beni Mellal / Marrakech: After breakfast, depart for
Marrakech via Berber village Immouzer du Kandar and Ifrane a delightful ski
resort, well known for its wood carvings. Stop at the agricultural center of Beni
Mellal. Overnight in Marrakech at your hotel. (BD)
Day 7 (Thu) - Marrakech: After breakfast, you will take a full day sightseeing
of Marrakech, the “pearl of the south” founded by the Almoravides Dynasty at
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the end of 12 century. Located to the north of the foothills of the snow-capped
Atlas Mountains, it is comprised of an old fortified city packed with vendors and
their stalls. Discover these famuos souks with its multi-coloured wools and the
Djemaa El Fna Square. In the afternoon, visit Saadiens Tombs, Dar Si Said
Museum, Menara and Agdal Gardens, the Koutoubia, and the Bahia Palace.
Overnight in Marrakech at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 8 (Fri) - Marrakech / Casablanca: Today you will spend some time of
leisure in Marrakech exploring the souks on your own. In the afternoon depart
for Casablanca. Overnight in Casablanca at your hotel. (BD)
Day 9 (Sat) - En Route: Transfer to the airport for your departure. (B)

SAHARA DESERT EXTENSION
Embark on an exotic safari into the Sahara desert: For the
adventurous, a jeep safari allows for an exciting journey through
the majestic sand dunes belonging to one of the world’s largest
desert. Set in the wilderness with varied landscape and sand dunes
reaching up to 180m in height, an optional Sahara desert extension
is typically done as a two-night or a more extensive four-night safari.
Elect to stay in berber tented camps instead of local hotels for an authentic
Bedouin experience embodied by their nomadic lifestyle.
City

Tourist Class

First Class

Deluxe

Casablanca

Business

Barcelo

Le Sheraton

Rabat

Rihab

Golden Tulip Farah

Golden Tulip Farah

Fez

Zalagh II

Barcelo Medina

Palais Medina

Marrakech

Le Caspien

Atlas Asni

Atlas Medina & Spa

Christmas & other holidays - supplement applies

Tourist Class

First Class

Deluxe

2014 / 2015

Land Only

From Toronto

Land Only

From Toronto

Land Only

From Toronto

Sep 16 - Dec 10

899

1699

999

1899

1299

2199

Dec 11 - Dec 24

998

1899

1099

2099

1399

2399

Dec 25 - Apr 30

998

1699

1099

1899

1399

2199

May 01 - Aug 31

998

1999

1099

2199

1399

2499

Taxes

-

630

-

630

-

630

Single Supplement

289

289

359

359

499

499

LotusHolidays.ca

M2

Discovery of Morocco

12 Days / 10 Nights Casablanca, Rabat, Fes, Erfoud, Ouarzazate, Marrakech & Essaouira
TOUR INCLUDES: International round-trip airfare from Toronto to Casablanca
10 Nights
in Morocco: Casablanca (2), Rabat (1),
12| Days
/ 10accommodation
Nights
Fes (2), Erfoud (1), Ouarzazate (1), Marrakech (2), & Essaouira (1) | Jeep 4x4 Casablanca,
excursions intoFes,
the desert
|
Service
of licensed local English-speaking
Erfoud & Quarzazate
guides | Sightseeing and excursions as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All transfers in Morocco including baggage handling | Meals
as per itinerary
Day 1 (Fri) - En route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Casablanca.
Day 2 (Sat) - Casablanca: Upon arrival at the airport in Casablanca, you will
be met by our representative and transferred to your hotel for overnight. (D)
Day 3 (Sun) - Casablanca / Rabat: After breakfast, start your panoramic tour
of this important dynamic city of Casablanca. Sightseeing will include a visit to
Mohammed V Suare, the Central Market, and the dazzling Hassan II Mosque.
In the afternoon, continue to Rabat, Morocco’s capital, set in a rich coloured
landscape. Overnight in Rabat at your hotel. (BD)
Day 4 (Mon) - Rabat / Meknes / Fes: Depart for Meknes, the old medina set
in the heart of the Moroccan countryside. Enjoy a tour of the “Moroccan
Versailles,” a town founded in the 17th century by the King Moulay Ismael. The
architecture and the surroundings have remained unchanged for centuries.
A multitude of passages, stairways and small courtyards leads into maze of
merchant streets. Visit Bab Mansour, the royal stables and the Jewish quarter.
Continue for a visit to Moulay Idriss, a sacred Islamic town, passing by the
Roman ruins of Volubilis. Continue to Fes and overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 5 (Tue) - Fes: Spend the day touring the Holy City of Fes which is the oldest
of the Imperial cities. The city has two old medinas, the larger of which is Fes
el Bali. Visit the medieval Medina and religious Islamic centers which include
Medersas, Karaouine Mosque and Nejjarine Fountain. In the afternoon, visit
the famous Souks of Fes bustling with artisans and merchants, its captivating
sounds, fragrances and colour mesmerize the visitors with a constant swirl of
activity. Overnight at your hotel in Fes. (BD)
Day 6 (Wed) - Fes / Midelt / Erfoud: After breakfast, visit Erfoud, known as an
oasis town in the Sahara Desert. Travel via the mountains and the cedar woods
of the middle Atlas passing by Ifrane and Azrou. In the afternoon, continue to
Erfoud via Errachidia and the Ziz Valley. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 7 (Thu)- Erfoud / Rissani / Tinghir / Ouarzazate: After breakfast, you
will depart for Rissani, the holy city where Moulay Ali Cherif is buried. Visit

M2 -P.P. In
Double

First Class

2014 / 2015

Land Only

Deluxe

From Toronto

the Kasbah of the 17th century and the Ksar Abbar ruins and continue to
Tinghir via the Tinjdad Road. See the magnificent Todgha and Dades canyons.
Continue to Ouarzazate via the road of the Kasbahs and the Dades valley.
Known as the “the door of the desert,” Ouarzazate is located north of the
desert. It is at an elevation of 1,160 metres (3,810 ft) in the middle of a bare
plateau south of the High Atlas Mountains. Visit the Kasbah of Taourirt before
you arrive at your hotel for overnight. (BD)
Day 8 (Fri) - Ait Benhaddou / Marrakech: After breakfast, your sightseeing will
include a visit to the Kasbahs of Taourirt, Tiffeltout and Ait Benhaddou, the
most spectacular fortress in the south of Morocco. In the afternoon, depart for
Marrakech via the Tichka pass offering an impressive landscape in the heart
of the Atlas mountain chain. Overnight at your hotel.(BD)
Day 9 (Sat) - Marrakech: Located to the north of the foothills of the snowcapped Atlas Mountains, Marrakech is comprised of an old fortified city packed
with vendors and their stalls. Visit the Menara garden, the Saadian tombs, the
Bahia palace and the Koutoubia. In the afternoon, wander through the souks
and handicraft quarters bustling with artisans and merchants. Its captivating
sounds, fragrances and colours mesmerize the visitors with a constant swirl of
activity. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 10 (Sun) - Marrakech / Essaouira: Enjoy a morning at leisure to explore
the city on your own. In the afternoon, depart for Essaouira, famously called
“Mogador” and located on the Atlantic Coast. Visit the sea-port and the
Medina. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 11 (Mon) - Essaouira / Casablanca: After breakfast, begin your day with
a drive to Safi, the Portuguese Sea-Castle. Continue to Qualidia via the
picturesque coastal road. In the afternoon, head towards El Jadida where you
will visit the famouse citadel once called “Mazagan” by the Portuguese. Drive
to Casablanca and overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 12 (Tue) - En Route: Transfer to the airport for your return flight. (B)

Accomodations

First Class

Deluxe

Land Only

From Toronto

Casablanca

Idou Anfa

Golden Tulip Farah
Golden Tulip Farah

Sep 16 - Oct 31

1829

2698

2199

3068

Rabat

Golden Tulip Farah

Nov 01 - Dec 24

1599

2449

2099

2949

Fez

Zalagh I

Palais Medina

Dec 25 - Feb 28

1599

2398

2099

2898

Merzouga

Auberge Tombouctu

Auberge Tombouctu

Mar 01 - Apr 30

1829

2598

2199

2968

Ouarzazate

Riad Salam

Berbere Palace

May 01 - Aug 31

1829

2858

2199

3228

Marrakech

Atlas Asni

Palais Medina

Essaouira

Ryad Mogador

Atlas Essaouira

Taxes

-

630

-

630

Single Supplement

499

499

699

699

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online

Christmas & other holidays: supplement applies
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T5

Turkish Discovery

14 Days / 13 Nights Istanbul, Canakkale, Kusadasi, Ephesus, Marmaris, Fethiye, Cappadocia, Konya, Ankara, & Safranbolu
TOUR INCLUDES: 10 Nights accommodation in Turkey: Istanbul (3), Canakkale (1), Kusadasi (2), Marmaris (1), Fethiye (2), Antalya (1), Cappadocia
(2), & Safranbolu (1) | Service of a licensed English-speaking guide | Sightseeing and shore excursions as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance
fees | All transfers in Turkey including baggage handling | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 (Sat) - Istanbul: Upon arrival at airport in Istanbul, you will be met by
our representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 (Sun) - Istanbul: Visit the famed Hagia Sophia, an architectural wonder
of the 6th century. Continue to the Blue Mosque, the imperial mosque famous
for its six minarets and interior tiles, and the Byzantine Hippodrome, now
an open-air exhibition park with a number of monuments. Visit the Topkapi
Palace, once the residence of Ottoman Sultans, and now a museum. Enjoy the
evening at your leisure. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 3 (Mon) - Gallipoli / Dardanelles / Canakkale: In the morning, depart
towards Gallipoli. Visit Anzac Cove Lone pine cemetery, Chunuk Bair, and
the Gabatepe War Museum. Embark on a ferry for a relaxing ride crossing
the Dardanelles and continue your journey with a drive towards Canakkale.
Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 4 (Tue) - Canakkale / Troy / Pergamum / Kusadasi: After breakfast, depart
for Pergamum to the Ancient Medical Centre, Asclepion. Continue your tour to
visit the fabled city of Troy, famed in Homeric legend – site of the famed Trojan
horse. Continue to Kusadasi and overnight. (BD)
Day 5 (Wed) - Ephesus / Kusadasi: In the morning, drive to the ancient city
of Ephesus where you will see the marble streets, Antique Theater, Arcadian
Way, a Roman Bath, and the Celcus Library. Enjoy a drive through Sirince
Village. The village offers a Turk-Greek experience while visiting restored
Orthodox churches and local shops featuring handcrafts (including olive oil).
Visit cafes nestled in this quaint village and purchase incredible homemade
wines – an experience which can’t be missed. Overnight in Kusadasi. (BD)
Day 6 (Thu) - Kusadasi / Pamukkale / Marmaris: Drive to Pamukkale. Used
as a thermal bath for centuries, it has gained distinction for its waters believed
to have curative powers. After breakfast, visit the unique cotton Fortress, the
white calcium cascade with its therapeutic thermal pools. Drive to Hierapolis
to visit the Roman and Christian remains and the first modern spa centers of
the ancient world. Continue to Marmaris and overnight. (BD)
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Day 7 (Fri) - Marmaris / Fethiye: After breakfast, embark on a yacht to visit
Turkish islands. You will be able to relax along the coast. Visit the ghost town
of Kayakoy. Explore the dwellings of the Greeks who once inhabited the town.
Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 8 (Sat) - Fethiye: Enjoy some time of leisure in Fethiye exploring the
coastal area on your own. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 9 (Sun) - Fethiye / Antalya: In the morning, drive towards Antalya. En route,
stop at the Saklikent Canyon and Duden Falls, a lovely display of majestic
waterfalls. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 10 (Mon) - Antalya / Konya / Cappadocia: Drive towards Konya. On
the way, visit the famous theater in Aspendos. Continue to the Mausoleum
of Mevlana, master of the whirling dervishes. Later, visit the Karatay Koran
School. Continue your drive to Cappadocia via the Salt Lake. En route, visit the
elegantly designed rest-stop for travelers, the Sultan Han Caravanserai, built
by Sultan Alaettin Keykubad in 1229. . Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 11 (Tue) - Cappadocia: Enjoy a full day of sightseeing with visits to the
Goreme Open Air Museum to see 10th century churches cut out of soft rock,
the Pasabag Valley, a unique underground village of Kaymaki and finally
Avanos Village which is noted for its pottery. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 12 (Wed) - Cappadocia / Ankara / Safranbolu: In the morning, drive to
Ankara, the city known for its political and commercial significance. Tour the
Ataturk Mausoleum, an architectural wonder of the 1940’s and where the
founder of the Turkish Republic lies. Continue to Safranbolu, a UNESCO
World Heritage site for overnight. (BD)
Day 13 (Thu) - Safranbolu / Istanbul: After breakfast, explore the village
and sample some of its fine Turkish delights. Drive to Istanbul. Upon arrival
in Istanbul, visit the Grand Bazaar with over 4000 shops. This is the perfect
opportunity to do some last minute shopping. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 14 (Fri) - En Route: Transfer to the airport for your departure. (B)

T5 - Land Only P.P. In Double

Rate

City

Accommodations

Sep 01 - Dec 14

1798

Istanbul

Crown Plaza Harbiye or Ramada

Dec 15 - Jan 06

1998

Canakkale

Kolin

Jan 07 - Feb 28

1798

Kusadasi

Grand Belish

Mar 01 - May 31

1898

Marmaris

Anemon

Jun 01 - Dec 31

1998

Fethiye

Atapak

Single Supplement

899

Antalya

Barut

Easter & other holidays: supplement applies

Cappadocia

Dinler

Accommodation subject to availability

Safranbolu

Cinci Hani or Imren Lokum Kongi

LotusHolidays.ca

T4

T3

Journey to the
Aegean Coast

Classic Turkey
10 Days / 9 Nights

8 Days / 7 Nights

Day 1 (Fri) - Istanbul: Upon arrival at the Istanbul airport, you will be met by
our representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 (Sat) - Istanbul: After breakfast, visit the Hippodrome, the Hagia Sophia
Church, an architectural wonder of the 6th century and the Blue Mosque,
the imperial mosque famous for its six minarets and interior tiles. Continue
to Topkapi Palace, residence of Ottoman Sultans, now a museum. A stop
is made at one of the oldest markets in the world which contains over 4000
shops, the Grand Bazaar. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 3 (Sun) - Istanbul / Cappadocia: After breakfast, transfer to the airport
for your short flight to Cappadocia. Enjoy some time of leisure in Cappadocia.
Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 4 (Mon) - Cappadocia: Enjoy a full day of sightseeing with visits to the
Pasabag Valley and Avanos. Continue to the Goreme Open Air Museum to
see 10th century churches cut out of soft rock. Visit the unique underground
City of Kaymkli, built in the 7th century by Christians fleeing persecution. (BD)
Day 5 (Tue) - Cappadocia / Konya / Pamukkale: After breakfast, drive towards
Konya. En route, visit the elegantly designed rest-stop for travelers, the Sultan
Han Caravanserai, built by Sultan Alaettin Keykubad in 1229. Continue to
the Mausoleum of Mevlana, master of the whirling dervishes known for their
hypnotic movements. Drive to Pamukkale for overnight. (BD)
Day 6 (Wed) - Pamukkale / Kusadasi: Pamukkale is one of the world’s most
outstanding legacies. Used as a thermal bath for centuries, it has gained
distinction for its waters believed to have curative powers. After breakfast,
visit the unique cotton Fortress, the white calcium cascade with its therapeutic
thermal pools. Drive to Hierapolis to visit the Roman and Christian remains
and the first modern spa centers of the ancient world. Continue to Kusadasi
and overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 7 (Thu) - Kusadasi / Ephesus: In the morning, drive to the incredible
ancient city of Ephesus, where you will see the marble streets, Antique
Theater, Arcadian Way, a Roman Bath and the Celcus Library. You will also
visit the Shrine of the Virgin Mary where she spent her final years. Overnight
at your hotel. (BD)
Day 8 (Fri) - Kusadasi: Transfer to the pier for a Greek island cruise extension
or to the airport in Izmir. (B)
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Day 1 (Fri) - Istanbul: Upon arrival at the Istanbul airport, you will be met by
our representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 (Sat) - Istanbul: Visit the Hippodrome, the Hagia Sophia Church, an
architectural wonder of the 6th century and the Blue Mosque, the imperial
mosque famous for its six minarets and interior tiles. Continue to Topkapi
Palace, residence of Ottoman Sultans, now a museum. A stop is made at the
bustling Grand Bazaar housing over 4000 shops. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 3 (Sun) - Istanbul / Cappadocia: Flight to Cappadocia and overnight. (BD)
Day 4 (Mon) - Cappadocia: Enjoy sightseeing at Devrant Valley, Pasabag
Valley and Avanos. Continue to the Goreme Open Air Museum to see 10th
century churches cut out of soft rock. Visit the unique underground City of
Kaymkli, built in the 7th century. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 5 (Tue) - Cappadocia / Pamukkale: After breakfast, drive towards Konya.
En route, visit the elegantly designed rest-stop for travelers, the Sultan Han
Caravanserai, built by Sultan Alaettin Keykubad in 1229. Continue to the
Mausoleum of Mevlana, master of the whirling dervishes known for their
hypnotic movements. Drive to Pamukkale for overnight. (BD)
Day 6 (Wed) - Pamukkale / Kusadasi: After breakfast, you will visit the unique
cotton Fortress, the white calcium cascade with its therapeutic thermal pools.
Drive to Hierapolis to visit the Roman and Christian remains and the first
modern spa centers of the ancient world. Continue to your hotel. (BD)
Day 7 (Thu) - Kusadasi / Ephesus: In the morning, drive to the ancient city of
Ephesus, where you will see the marble streets, Antique Theater, Arcadian
Way, a Roman Bath and the Celcus Library. You will also visit the Shrine of
the Virgin Mary where she spent her final years. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 8 (Fri) - Kusadasi / Pergamum / Canakkale: After breakfast, drive to
Bergama and visit the famous Acropolis of the ancient city and the Ancient
Medical Centre, Asklepion. Continue your drive to the fabled city of Troy, famed
in Homeric legend – site of the Trojan horse. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 9 (Sat) - Canakkale / Istanbul: In the morning, depart towards Gallipoli
embarking on ferry for a relaxing ride across the Dardanelle. Visit Anzac Cove
and the Lone pine cemetery. Continue to Istanbul for overnight. (B)
Day 10 (Sun) - En Route: Transfer to the airport for your flight to Toronto. (B)

Rate

T4 - Land Only P.P. In Double

Rate

Sep 16 - Dec 10

1149

Sep 16 - Dec 10

1298

Dec 11 - Jan 06

1098

Dec 11 - Jan 06

1249

Jan 07 - Mar 31

1149

Jan 07 - Mar 31

1298

Apr 01 - Aug 31

1198

Apr 01 - Aug 31

1398

Single Supplement

549

Single Supplement

549

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online
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G2

TZ2

Grecian
Discovery
11 Days / 10 Nights
Day 1 (Fri) - Athens: Upon arrival at the airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 (Sat) - Athens: After breakfast, you will enjoy a tour of the city which
includes a visit to the famed Greek Acropolis. Enjoy the rest of your day
exploring the city at your own pace. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 3 (Sun) - Athens / Aegina / Poros / Hydra: After breakfast, transfer to
the pier for your cruise to Aegina, Poros and Hydra. Enjoy a relaxing day on
these islands in the southern part of the Saronic Gulf displaying beautiful
landscapes. Return to Athens and overnight in your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 (Mon) - Athens / Olympia: In the morning, stop at the Corinth Canal and
visit Epidaurus and Nauplion. Depart for Mycenae to visit the archaeological
site and Tomb of Agamemnon. Continue to Olympia for overnight. (B)
Day 5 (Tue) - Olympia / Delphi: Olympia is one of the most well known tourist
destinations in Greece. It is the birthplace of the most important athletic
mega-event of all times, the Olympic Games. Visit the archaeological site
of Olympian Zeus, the Ancient Stadium and the Archaeological Museum.
Continue to Delphi. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 6 (Wed) - Delphi / Kalambaka: After breakfast, drive to Delphi to begin your
exploration of this ancient area with its museum. Revisit ancient Greek history
with retellings of fascinating mythological stories. Continue to Kalambaka for
your overnight. (B)
Day 7 (Thu) - Meteora / Athens: After breakfast, visit Meteora, the ageless
monasteries and specimens of Byzantine art. Return to Athens in the early
evening. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 8 (Fri) - Athens / Mykonos: In the morning, transfer to the port to board
your cruise around the Greek islands. Visit Mykonos as your first stop. Enjoy
some time of leisure. Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 9 (Sat) - Kusadasi / Patmos: Today you will visit Kusadasi located in Turkey
- famed for its resort location. Optional tour to Ephesus available. Continue to
Patmos and enjoy some time of leisure. Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 10 (Sun) - Crete / Santorini: Today visit Crete and continue to the beautiful
Santorini. Explore the breathtaking island with its famed Greek architectural
style. Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 11 (Mon) - Athens / En Route: After disembarkation from your Greek
Island cruise, transfer to the airport for your return flight.

G2 - Land Only P.P. In
Double

First Class

Deluxe

Sep 16 - Dec 10

2498

2898

Dec 11 - Jan 06

2598

2998

Jan 07 - May 31

2448

2848

Single Supplement

999

1399

Easter & other holidays: supplement applies
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Tanzanian Camping Safari B
7 Days / 6 Nights

Day 1 - Arusha / Kisongo: Upon arrival at the airport in Arusha, you will be
met by our representative to begin your Tanzanian safari with a visit to Arusha
Park. Enjoy a game drive through this park inhabited by blue monkeys and
colourful bird species: turacos and trogons. Witness the acrobatic black-andwhite colobus monkey. Within the park lies the Ngurdoto Crater hosting herds
of buffalo and warthog. Spotted hyenas and leopards may also be observed.
Continue to Kisongo. Overnight at your camp.
Day 2 - Tarangire / Lake Manyara: After breakfast, drive to Tarangire for a
game drive through one of the largest national parks in Tanzania. The park is
host to the Tarangire river that acts as the sole source of water for the animals
during dry seasons. Sightings of zebras, wildebeest, waterbuck, giraffe, and
olive baboons are common. The swamps are host to the largest collection of
breeding birds in the world, including the yellow-collared Lovebirds. Continue
to Manyara. Overnight at your camp. (BLD)
Day 3 - Lake Manyara: Depart in the morning for a game drive around Lake
Manyara. View many large colorful birds flying in circles and spirals. Enjoy
exploring the Lake Manyara National Park, famous for its elephants and treeclimbing lions. Witness a large flock of flamingoes on the lake. Overnight at
your camp. (BLD)
Day 4 - Lake Manyara / Serengeti: After breakfast, depart towards the Serengeti
via the Olduvai Gorge - the site of many archeological findings dating back 3.5
million years into early human evolution. Enjoy a game drive through Serengeti
National Park. Rich with wildlife, observe predators chasing their prey and
enjoying their kill in these surroundings. Overnight at your campsite. (BLD)
Day 5 - Serengeti: Enjoy a portion of the day in search of the captivating “Big
Five” animals: lions, elephants, buffalos, leopards and rhinoceroses. Overnight
at your camp in the Serengeti. (BLD)
Day 6 - Serengeti / Ngorongoro: In the morning, enjoy a game drive through
the Serengeti National Park. Continue to Ngorongoro crater and experience
a breathtaking view of the 260 Sq. km crater beneath inhabited by a wealth of
surrounding animal and bird life. Overnight at your camp. (BLD)
Day 7 - Ngorongoro / En Route: After breakfast, enjoy a game drive descending
into the crater. Later, depart towards Arusha for your flight. (B)

OPTIONAL ZANZIBAR EXTENSION
Extend your stay in Zanzibar, Tanzania’s most popular beach: Escape
to one of the world’s most reknowned beaches as a post or pre tour addon. Set along the Indian ocean, Zanzibar’s remarkable white sand and
crystal clear blue water are the desire of this idyllic island. Enjoy many
water activities and sightseeing tours of the town while experiencing the
beauty the island has to offer. Please contact us for a quote.
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Kenya Camping Safari
8 Days / 7 Nights

Day 1 - Nairobi: Upon arrival at Nairobi airport, you will be met by our
representative and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 - Mount Kenya: After breakfast, drive along the Great North Road to
the land of the Kikuyu tribe, with a stop at Naro Moru in time for lunch. Enjoy
an afternoon of leisure for any optional activity such as swimming, fishing or
exploring the Mau Caves. Overnight at your camp. (BLD)
Day 3 - Mount Kenya / Samburu: After breakfast, continue north to the Samburu
Game Reserve. The Samburu National Reserve is located on the banks of
the Ewaso Ng’iro river in Kenya; on the other side of the river is the Buffalo
Springs National Reserve in Northern Kenya. In the middle of the reserve, the
Ewaso Ng’iro flows through doum palm groves and thick riverine forests and
provides water without which the game in the reserve could not survive in the
arid country. Your afternoon will be spent game viewing for species only found
in this area: Reticulated Giraffes, Grevy’s Zebras and the Somali Ostriches.
Overnight at your camp. (BLD)
Day 4 - Samburu: Enjoy a full day of game viewing in the park. All three of the
big cats may be observed in this national park: the cheetah, the leopard and
the roaring lion. Spend some time of your day relaxing and enjoying the natural
beauty surrounding you. Overnight at your camp. (BLD)
Day 5 - Samburu / Lake Nakuru: Depart after breakfast. Descend into the great
Rift Valley to visit Lake Nakuru National Park. Lake Nakuru is one of the Rift
Valley soda lakes at an elevation of 1754 m above sea level. It lies to the
south of Nakuru, in the rift valley of Kenya and is protected by Lake Nakuru
National Park. Enjoy lunch at the Park followed by a game drive along the
eastern escarpment of the Rift Valley. Overnight at your camp or lodge. (BLD)
Day 6 - Lake Nakuru / Maasai Mara: Depart after breakfast for Maasai Mara
Game Reserve, Kenya’s most famous wildlife reserve. Participate in an
afternoon game drive in the home of the colorful nomadic Maasai tribe. Search
for the “Big Five” - elephants, rhinos, lions, buffalo, and leopards - roaming
this magnificent and vast territory among other animals. Hippopotami and Nile
crocodiles are found in large groups in the Mara. Hyenas, cheetahs, jackals,
and bat-eared foxes can also be found in the reserve. After a day of game
drives, overnight at your camp in the Mara. (BLD)
Day 7 - Maasai Mara: Breakfast is followed by a full day of game drives in
this northern extension of the Serengeti Plains to continue your search for the
“Big Five.” The Mara is home to the legendary Maasai people. They are seminomadic people that largely inhabit Southern Kenya and Nothern Tanzania.
Maintaining their strong age-old customs, the Maasai worship a single deity
called Enkai or Engai. Overnight at your camp. (BLD)
Day 8 - Maasai Mara / Nairobi / En Route: Today, say goodbye to the Maasai
Mara and return to Nairobi. There may be time to explore the city on your own.
Transfer to the Nairobi airport for your flight. (B)

Treasures of Kenya
9 Days / 7 Nights

Day 1 (Mon) - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Nairobi.
Day 2 (Tues) - Nairobi: Upon arrival in Nairobi, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities, and transferred to your hotel.
Overnight at your hotel in Nairobi.
Day 3 (Wed) - Nairobi / Samburu: After breakfast, start your drive north to
Thika where the largest pineapple farms exist and continue to the Samburu
Game Reserve. The Samburu National Reserve is located on the banks of
the Ewaso Ng’iro river in Kenya; on the other side of the river is the Buffalo
Springs National Reserve in Northern Kenya. Find a variety of animals unique
to the northern part of Kenya: Grevy’s zebra, the reticulated giraffe, the Somali
ostrich, beisa oryx, and the long neck gerenuk. In addition, the elephant, black
rhino, lion, cheetah and buffalo are all widespread in the area. Overnight at
your lodge in the Samburu area. (BLD)
Day 4 (Thu) - Samburu / Aberdare: After breakfast, drive to Aberdare National
Park. Enjoy some time to observe many animals and birds as they surround
the waterhole. Adequate lighting is provided in the evening to increase photo
opportunity of the Kenyan wildlife. (BLD)
Day 5 (Fri) - Aberdare / Lake Nakuru: After breakfast, transfer by road to Lake
Nakuru enjoying views of the beautiful Rift Valley. Upon arrival at Lake Nakuru,
you will have a breathtaking view of thousands of flamingoes that live there.
You may also get a chance to observe bucks and antelopes, the Burchell’s
zebra, Rothschild giraffe, buffalo and leopards. The site is also a sanctuary for
the White Rhino. Overnight at your lodge. (BLD)
Day 6 (Sat) - Lake Nakuru / Maasai Mara: Drive to Maasai Mara, Kenya’s most
famous wildlife reserve. Participate in an afternoon game drive in the home of
the colorful nomadic Maasai tribe. Search for the “Big Five” - elephants, rhino,
lions, buffalo, and leopards - roaming this magnificent and vast territory among
other animals, such as cheetahs and the bat-eared fox. Hippopotami and Nile
crocodiles are found in large groups in the Mara. Overnight in the Mara. (BLD)
Day 7 (Sun) - Maasai Mara: Breakfast is followed by a game drive to track the
lions, cheetahs and leopards as they roam the savanna for their next meal.
Relax by the pool and watch the wildlife on this the northern extension of the
Serengeti Plains. Enjoy an afternoon game drive. Overnight in the Mara. (BLD)
Day 8 (Mon) - Maasai Mara / Nairobi: Leave the Mara and return to Nairobi,
arriving by early afternoon. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 9 (Tue) - En Route: Transfer to the Nairobi airport for your departure. (B)
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KT1

Kenya & Tanzania

11 Days / 10 Nights Nairobi, Samburu, Lake Nakuru, Maasai Mara, Ngorongoro, Lake Manyara & Serengeti
TOUR INCLUDES: 2 Nights hotel in Nairobi based on bed and breakfast | 6 Nights safari in Kenya based on full board | 3 Night safari in Tanzania
based on full board | Sightseeing and game drives as detailed in the itinerary, including site and park entrance fees | All transfers in Kenya and Tanzania
including baggage | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 (Tue) - Nairobi: Upon arrival at the Nairobi airport, you will be met by
our representative, assisted through formalities, and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 (Wed) - Nairobi / Samburu: After breakfast, start your drive north to
Thika where the largest pineapple farms exist. Continue to the Samburu
Game Reserve. The Samburu National Reserve is located on the banks of
the Ewaso Ng’iro river in Kenya; on the other side of the river is the Buffalo
Springs National Reserve in Northern Kenya. In the middle of the reserve, the
Ewaso Ng’iro flows through doum palm groves and thick riverine forests and
provides water without which the game in the reserve could not survive in the
arid country. Find a variety of animals unique to the northern part of Kenya:
Grevy’s zebra, the reticulated giraffe, the Somali ostrich, beisa oryx, and the
long neck gerenuk. In addition, the elephant, black rhino, lion, cheetah and
buffalo are all widespread in the area. Overnight at your lodge. (BLD)
Day 3 (Thu) - Samburu / Aberdare: After breakfast, drive to Aberdare National
Park. Enjoy some time to observe many animals and birds as they surround
the waterhole. Adequate lighting is provided in the evening to increase photo
opportunity of the Kenyan wildlife. (BLD)
Day 4 (Fri) - Aberdare / Lake Nakuru: After breakfast, transfer by road to Lake
Nakuru enjoying views of the beautiful Rift Valley as one of the soda lakes
at an elevation of 1754 m above sea level. It lies to the south of Nakuru, in
the rift valley of Kenya and is protected by Lake Nakuru National Park. Upon
arrival at Lake Nakuru, you may have the opportunity to see a breathtaking
view of thousands of flamingoes that live there. You may also get a chance to
observe bucks and antelopes, the Burchell’s zebra, Rothschild giraffe, buffalo
and leopards. The site is also a sanctuary for the White Rhino. Overnight at
your lodge in the Nakuru area. (BLD)
Day 5 (Sat) - Lake Nakuru / Maasai Mara: Drive to Maasai Mara, Kenya’s most
famous wildlife reserve. Participate in an afternoon game drive in the home of
the colorful nomadic Maasai tribe. Search for the “Big Five” - elephants, rhino,
lions, buffalo, and leopards - roaming this magnificent and vast territory among
other animals, such as cheetahs and the bat-eared fox. Hippopotami and Nile
crocodiles are found in large groups in the Mara. Observe predators chasing
their prey in these surroundings. Overnight in the Mara. (BLD)
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Day 6 (Sun) - Maasai Mara: Breakfast is followed by a game drive to track the
lions, cheetahs and leopards as they roam the savanna for their next meal.
Later, relax by the pool and watch the wildlife on this the northern extension
of the Serengeti Plains. Enjoy an additional game drive in the afternoon.
Overnight in the Mara. (BLD)
Day 7 (Mon) - Maasai Mara / Nairobi: Leave the Mara and return to Nairobi,
arriving by early afternoon. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 8 (Tue) - Nairobi / Arusha / Ngorongoro: After breakfast, begin your drive
towards Tanzania where you will cross the border at Namanga. Continue to
Ngorongoro crater and experience a breathtaking view of the 260 Sq. km
crater beneath inhabited by a wealth of surrounding animal and bird life. The
Ngorongoro crater is often called ‘Africa’s Eden’ and the ’8th Natural Wonder
of the World’. Overnight at your lodge. (BLD)
Day 9 (Wed) - Ngorongoro / Serengeti: After breakfast, enjoy a game drive
descending into the 2000 ft crater. See a spectacular concentration of wildlife.
Drive across the dense forest, near Soda Lake and enjoy the viewing of a
variety of birds. Later, depart towards towards the Serengeti. Overnight at your
lodge in the Serengeti. (B)
Day 10 (Thu) - Serengeti / Lake Manyara: After breakfast, enjoy a portion of the
day in search of the “Big Five” in the Serengeti National Park. The Serengeti
offers arguably the most exciting game-viewing in Africa: great herds of buffalo,
elephants and giraffes, and thousands of elands, topis, kongonis, impalas and
Grant’s gazelles. Observe predators chasing their prey and enjoying their kill
in these surroundings. Continue to Lake Manyara and enjoy a dramatic setting
overlooking the Great Rift Valley and Soda Lake of Manyara. View many large
colorful birds flying in circles and spirals. Enjoy exploring the Lake Manyara
National Park, famous for its elephants and tree-climbing lions. Witness a
large flock of flamingoes on the lake. Overnight at your lodge. (BLD)
Day 11 (Fri) - Lake Manyara / Arusha: After breakfast, begin your morning drive
to the town of Arusha. Enjoy an afternoon of leisure. Transfer to the airport for
your flight. (B)

THE GREAT MIGRATION
The great migration is an impressive and magnificent marvel that generally
occurs during the months of July to October. Approximately 1,300,000
wildebeest, 500,000 Thomson’s gazelles, 97,000 Topi, 18,000 elands,
and 200,000 zebras migrate from the Serengeti in Tanzania to the Masaai
Mara in Kenya in search of water and grass. One of the most precarious
parts of the journey is the crossing at the Mara River. Many of the animals
are drowned or swept away by the strong currents. Crocodiles also arrive
in droves for their share of bounty during this season. For the lucky, the
Great Migration may be experienced during their safari game drives.

LotusHolidays.ca

TH2

Experience Thailand

9 Days / 8 Nights Bangkok, River Kwai, Sukhothai, Chiang Mai, & Phitsanulok
TOUR INCLUDES: 8 Nights accommodation in Thailand: Bangkok (3), River Kwai in a jungle raft room (1), Kamphaengpet (1), Chiang Mai (2), &
Phitsanulok (1) | Service of licensed English-speaking guides | Sightseeing and shore excursions as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees |
All transfers in Thailand | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 - Bangkok: Upon arrival in Bangkok, you will be met by our representative,
assisted through formalities, and transferred to your hotel. Bangkok is the
capital and the most inhabited city of Thailand. It traces its origins to a small
trading post during the Ayutthaya Kingdom in the 15th century. Eventually, it
developed into the site of two capital cities: Thonburi in 1768 and Rattanakosin
in 1782. Enjoy exploring this modern and dynamic city on your own. Shopping
and dining experiences provide a variety of choices meeting many budgets.
The famous weekend markets offer ample opportunity of obtaining goods and
souvenirs while you bargain and stroll through the stalls. Overnight at your
hotel in Bangkok.
Day 2 - Bangkok: In the morning, enjoy a panoramic tour of the city including
its ethnic towns, business district and the flower market, housing thousands
of flowers. Continue for a tour of the city’s temples including Wat Pho and
Wat Trimit with its infamous golden Buddha made of solid gold. Enjoy a tour
of the renowned Marble Temple, considered one of Bangkok’s most beautiful
temples with its ornate designs and Sukhothai-style Buddha statue inside.
Return to your hotel and enjoy the rest of your day at leisure exploring the city
on your own. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 3 - Bangkok / Damnoen Saduak / Kanchanaburi / River Kwai: After
breakfast, begin your day with a drive to the floating market of Damnoen
Saduak. Boats with goods float along the river for the daily market. Depart
for the River Kwai located in Kanchanaburi. See the Bridge over River Kwai,
a black iron bridge frequently targeted by Allied bombing raids during WWII.
Also see the Thailand-Burma Railway Center and the Donrak War Cemetary,
resting place of many workers who died during the construction of the Death
Railway. Embark on the Death Railway for an enjoyable train ride overlooking
Kwai Noi River. Continue to your Jungle Raft for your overnight. (BD)
Day 4 - Suphanburi / Uthai Thani / Kamphaengpet: Today, begin your day with
a drive to visit the Buddhist temple Wat Pa Lae Lai in Suphanburi. Continue
to the northern extension and peruse the Sam Chuk 100 year-old riverside
market. Continue to Uthai Thani Province, stretching from the upper plains of
the Chao Phraya river valley, to mountains covered with forests in the west.
Visit the temple of Wat Thasung, ornately decorated and known as the temple
of mirrors. Continue to the Kamphaengpet Historical Park. Later, return to your
hotel for overnight. (BL)
Day 5 - Sukhothai / Chiang Mai: After breakfast, drive to Sukhothai, the
kingdom often viewed as the “golden age” of Thai Civilization. Today, enjoy
a visit the areas of the Historical Park. See the Royal Palace and temples
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that surround the area. Continue to visit the temple Wat Si Chum. Depart for
Chiang Mai, Thailand’s “Rose of the North,” a cultural and natural wonderland
with ethnic diversity. Located among the rolling foothills of the Himalayan
Mountains 700 km north of Bangkok, it could only be reached by an arduous
river journey or an elephant trek until the 1920s. This isolation helped keep
Chiang Mai’s distinctive charm intact. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 6 - Chiang Mai / San Kamphaeng / Chiang Mai: After breakfast, begin
your day with an exciting trip to an elephant camp. Located around a beautiful
lush tropical valley a mere twenty minutes from downtown Chiang Mai, you
will enjoy watching elephants show off their skills. Continue to an Orchid Farm
and the village of Hmong hill tribe. Drive to San Kamphaeng for its handicraft
village. Return to your hotel in Chiang Mai for overnight. (BL)
Day 7 - Chiang Mai / Doi Suthep Hill / Lampang / Phitsanulok: Today, enjoy
a tour of the Buddhist temple Wat Pha That Doi Suthep, founded in 1383.
From the temple, impressive views of Chiang Mai can be seen. Continue to
Lampang and Phitsanulok. Lampang, also called “mueang rot ma” in Thai,
meaning “Horse Carriage City,” is considered by some Thais as the last
paradise in Thailand. It is located about 100 km to the southeast of Chiang
Mai. Phitsanulok is one of the oldest cities in Thailand founded over 600 years
ago. Enjoy touring of their famous temples. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 8 - Phitsanulok / Lopburi / Ayutthaya / Bangkok: After breakfast, visit Wat
Mahathat, home to Phra Phuttha Chinnarat, a famous bronze Buddha statue
with a distinctive flame-like halo around the head and torso that turns up at the
bottom to become dragon-serpent heads. Continue to Lopburi for a tour of its
unique temples along with the nearby stone temple of Prang Sam Yod. Head
towards the ancient capital city of Ayutthaya. Ayutthaya, sometimes known as
the “Venice of the East,” is located in the valley of the Chao Phraya River. The
city was founded in 1350 by King U Thong. Visit its Buddhist temples including
Wat Phra Si Sanpeth. Drive to Bangkok and overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 9 - En Route: Transfer to the airport for your flight. (B)

ISLAND EXTENSION
Beach Extension: There are many fabulous and scenic beaches in
Thailand. Lush with tropical forest, fringed with palm tree lined stretches
of golden sand, and surrounded by crystal clear aquamarine water,
these unforgettable areas are the perfect way to end your adventurous
holiday. The most popular beach destinations include Pattaya, Phuket,
Koh Samui, Koh Phangan and Krabi. Phi Phi island is only a short visit
away from Phuket or Krabi. Most of these beaches have bustling towns
with fabulous beach resorts, internationally acclaimed restaurants, and
world-class nightclubs.
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I1

I2

Golden Triangle

Prayer in Varanasi

6 Days / 5 Nights

10 Days / 9 Nights

Day 1 - Delhi: Upon arrival at the Delhi airport, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 - Delhi: After breakfast, discover both old and new Delhi in all its majesty
with history that goes back centuries. You will see the Red Fort, the most
opulent Fort and Palace of the Mughal Empire. Also visit Raj Ghat, the memorial
site of the Mahatma Gandhi; Jama Masjid, the largest mosque in India; and
Chandni Chowk, the bustling and colourful market of the old city. Continue
to New Delhi. Visit two monuments from Delhi’s past - Humayun’s Tomb and
Qutub Minar. View the Lotus Bahai Temple. Your drive takes you along the
ceremonial avenue, Rajpath, past the imposing India Gate, Parliament House
and the Presidential residence. Return to your hotel for overnight. (B)
Day 3 - Delhi / Agra: After breakfast, depart for the medieval city of Agra. Visit
Sikandra, the mausoleum of Emperor Akbar. Proceed onto the main attraction
of Agra, the world-renowned Taj Mahal – a “wonder of the world” - beautifully
crafted with white marble. It was built under Mughal emperor Shah Jahan in
memory of his favorite wife in 1630 to enshrine her mortal remains. Proceed to
view one of the most spectacular Forts of the Mughal Heritage, the Agra Fort.
An important fort in India and an UNESCO World Heritage site. Continue for
overnight at your hotel in Agra. (B)
Day 4 - Agra / Jaipur: Start your drive in the morning towards Jaipur, the famed
Pink City of India aptly named after the pink coloured buildings. En route, visit
Fatehpur Sikri, an abandoned capital from the Mughal Empire. Akbar built this
city to celebrate the birth of his son and future heir to the throne, Emperor
Jahangir. Fatehpur Sikri is one of his masterworks. Sadly, it served as the
capital for little over a decade, eventually abandoned for lack of accessible
water. Arrive to the old city of Jaipur, the capital of Rajasthan. Overnight at
your hotel in Jaipur. (B)
Day 5 - Jaipur: After breakfast, visit the Amber Fort. Ascend the hill to the
fort by jeep or on the back of an elephant (if available) and admire views of
Jaipur’s original city walls and the Maotha Lake below. Continue to visit a
local Rajasthan textile and handicrafts market. In the afternoon, tour Jaipur,
including visits to the observatory of Maharaja Jaisingh and the museum at the
Maharaja City Palace. Return to your hotel for overnight. (B)
Day 6 - Jaipur / Delhi: Depart Jaipur in the morning for Delhi. Arrive in Delhi.
End of services. (B)

Day 1 - Delhi: Upon arrival at the airport in Delhi, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 - Delhi: After breakfast, see the Red Fort, the most opulent Fort and
Palace of the Mughal Empire. Also visit Raj Ghat, the memorial site of the
Mahatma Gandhi; Jama Masjid, the largest mosque in India; and Chandni
Chowk. You will visit two monuments from Delhi’s past - Humayun’s Tomb and
Qutub Minar. Enjoy a panaromic city tour. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 3 - Delhi / Varanasi: Flight to Varanasi. Arrive and transfer to your hotel.
Enjoy some time of leisure. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 4 - Varanasi: In the morning, witness dawn on the Ganges, a time when the
Ghats along the riverbanks hum with activity, as Hindu devotees perform their
ablutions in the river or offer prayers to the rising sun. A boat ride through this
serene setting offers you the perfect panoramic vantage for this extraordinary
experience. Visit the Bharat Mata and the Durga Temples, the exterior of the
golden-spire temple of Vishwanath and Benaras Hindu University. Later, drive
to the city of Sarnath and view the ruins, the stupa, and the Buddhist Temple.
Overnight at your hotel in Varanasi. (B)
Day 5 - Varanasi / Khajuraho: After breakfast, transfer to the airport for your
flight to Khajuraho. Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel. (B)
Day 6 - Khajuraho: After breakfast, visit the Chandela Temple Complex. Later,
drive to the Eastern group of temples in which few temples are there with
impression of Jain religion. Overnight at your hotel.
Day 7 - Khajuraho / Delhi / Agra: Transfer to Khajuraho airport for your flight to
Dehli. Arrival and transfer by car to Agra. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 8 - Agra / Jaipur: Visit the Taj Mahal, built by Emperor Shah Jahan as a
mausoleum for his beloved Queen Mumtaj Mahal. Continue to Agra Fort. Drive
to Jaipur visiting Fatehpur Sikri en route, the deserted red sandstone city, built
by the Great Mughal Emperor Akbar as his capital and palace in the late 16th
century. Arrive and overnight at your hotel in Jaipur. (B)
Day 9 - Jaipur: Visit the Amber Fort. In the afternoon, tour Jaipur, including
visits to the observatory of Maharaja Jaisingh, the Palace of Winds and the
museum at the Maharaja City Palace. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 10 - Jaipur / Delhi: In the morning, start your road trip back to Delhi.
Transfer to the airport for your return flight. (B)
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Pushkar and other holidays: supplement applies
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I5
India Unveiled

14 Days / 13 Nights Delhi, Agra, Jaipur, Udaipur, Cochin, Alleppey, Kumarakom & Mumbai
TOUR INCLUDES: 13 Nights accommodation in India: Delhi (2), Agra (1), Jaipur (2), Udaipur (2), Cochin (2), Alleppey (1), Kumarakom (1), &
Mumbai (2) | Service of licensed English-speaking guides | Sightseeing and shore excursions as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All
transfers in India including baggage handling | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 - Delhi: Upon arrival at the airport in Delhi, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 - Delhi: After breakfast, discover both old and new Delhi in all its majesty
with history that goes back centuries. Start the day with a cycle rickshaw ride
through Old Delhi. Here you will see Red Fort, the most opulent Fort and
Palace of the Mughal Empire. Also visit Raj Ghat, the memorial site of the
Mahatma Gandhi; Jama Masjid, the largest mosque in India; and Chandni
Chowk, the bustling and colourful market of the old city. Continue to New
Delhi designed by Edwin Lutynes and Herbert Baker. You will also visit two
monuments from Delhi’s past - Humayun’s Tomb and Qutub Minar. View the
Lotus Bahai Temple. Your drive will take you along the ceremonial avenue,
Rajpath, past the imposing India Gate, Parliament House and the Presidential
residence. Return to your hotel for overnight in Delhi. (B)
Day 3 - Delhi / Agra: After breakfast, depart for the medieval city of Agra. Start
your tour by visiting Sikandra, the mausoleum of Emperor Akbar. Proceed onto
the main attraction of Agra, the world-renowned Taj Mahal – a “wonder of
the world” - beautifully crafted with white marble. It was built under Mughal
emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his favorite wife in 1630 to enshrine her
mortal remains. Proceed to view one of the most spectacular Forts of the
Mughal Heritage, the Agra Fort. An important fort in India and a UNESCO
World Heritage site. Overnight at your hotel in Agra. (B)
Day 4 - Agra / Faterhpur Sikri / Jaipur: Start your drive in the morning towards
Jaipur, the famed Pink City of India aptly named after the pink coloured
buildings. En route, visit Fatehpur Sikri, an abandoned capital from the
Mughal Empire. Akbar built this city to celebrate the birth of his son and future
heir to the throne, Emperor Jahangir. He took great interest in the arts and
architecture; Fatehpur Sikri is one of his masterworks. Arrive to the old city of
Jaipur, the capital of Rajasthan. Overnight at your hotel in Jaipur. (B)
Day 5 - Jaipur: After breakfast, visit the Amber Fort. Ascend the hill to the
fort by jeep or on the back of an elephant (if available) and admire views of
Jaipur’s original city walls and the Maotha Lake below. Continue to visit a
local Rajasthan textile and handicrafts market. In the afternoon, tour Jaipur,
including visits to the observatory of Maharaja Jaisingh and the museum at the
Maharaja City Palace. Return to your hotel for overnight. (B)
Day 6 - Jaipur / Udaipur: After breakfast in the morning, transfer to the airport
for a flight to Udaipur, dubbed as the “Venice of the East.” Upon arrival in
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Udaipur, check into your hotel. Enjoy some time of leisure. In the evening, take
a boat ride on Lake Pichola. Overnight at the hotel. (B)
Day 7 - Udaipur: After breakfast, start your city tour with its lakes and palaces.
Visit the City Palace, a marvel of marble and granite. This is the largest palace
in Rajasthan and never fails to delight one with its exquisite workmanship.
The shrine of Dhuni Mata and the museum of Rana Pratap are the highlights
of this complex. Sahelion-Ki-Bari, a short distance away, has four pools and
delicately carved kiosks in marble. Jagdish Temple houses some imposing
sculpted figures and heavily ornamented interiors. Built in the early 18th
century and now a popular tourist spot. The Bhartiya Lok Kala Mandir and the
Fatehsagar Lake are the other sights that one could catch. In the evening, take
a boat ride at Lake Pichola. Overnight at the hotel. (B)
Day 8 - Udaipur / Cochin: Early in the morning transfer to the airport to board a
flight to Cochin. Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel. Enjoy some time of leisure
exploring the city on your own. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 9 - Cochin: After breakfast, visit the Mattancheery Dutch Palace where
you can view a series of murals painted on wooden walls. Also visit the 16th
century Jewish Synagogue and the Church of St. Francis. Vasco da Gama
was originally buried in the church’s cemetery. Walk around the Fort Cochin
area and admire the Chinese fishing nets. Overnight at the hotel. (B)
Day 10 - Cochin / Alleppey: In the morning, drive to Alleppey. Enjoy a leisurely
walk through this pleasant, easy-going market town. It is built on canals and
surrounded by beautiful coconut trees. Relax in the quiet atmosphere amidst
picturesque surrounding. Upon your arrival, you will check into a deluxe house
boat, standing along Kerala’s scenic backwaters. Stay overnight on board the
houseboat. (B)
Day 11 - Alleppey / Kumarakom: Leave your houseboat for a major tourist
attraction, Kumarakom, located at Vembanad lake. It is home to a wide variety
of flora and fauna and a noted bird sanctuary which extends over 14 acres
where many species of migratory birds visit. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 12 - Kumarakom / Cochin / Mumbai: After an early breakfast, leave for the
Cochin airport to board your flight to Mumbai. Arrive in Mumbai and transfer to
your hotel. Enjoy some time of leisure. Overnight at hotel. (B)
Day 13 - Mumbai: Your Mumbai sightseeing will start with an excursion to
the 7th century Elephanta Island, a World Heritage Site, with ancient cave
temples. You will view some magnificent Shiva sculptures and the spectacular
Maheshamurti panel which depicts Shiva as the creator, protector and
destroyer. Visit the glamorous city of Mumbai and its famous sights - the
Gateway of India, Dhobi Ghat, Flora Fountain, Prince of Wales Museum and
the Hanging Gardens. Drive by the Marine Drive, Chowpatty Beach and the
Parsi ‘Towers of Silence’. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 14 - En Route: Transfer to Mumbai airport for your departure. (B)
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Q1

Ecuador & the Galapagos

12 Days / 11 Nights Quito, Cotacachi, Cotopaxi, Banos, Riobamba, Cuenca & Galapagos
TOUR INCLUDES: 8 Nights hotel accommodation in Ecuador: Quito (4), Magdalena (1), Riobamba (1), Cuenca (1), & Guayaquil (1) | 3 Night
Galapagos cruise based on full board | All domestic flights | Service of licensed English-speaking guides | Sightseeing and shore excursions as
detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All transfers in Ecuador and the Galapagos | Meals as per itinerary

Day 1 - Quito: Upon arrival at the airport in Quito, you will be met by our
representative and transferred to your hotel for overnight.
Day 2 - Quito: Quito is the capital city of Ecuador, and at an elevation of 9,350
feet (2,800 meters above sea level), it is the highest official capital city in the
world. In the morning, you will start a colonial city tour of Quito, bustling streets
and squares of the largest historical old town in the Americas, a multi-ethnic,
artistic and cultural heritage destination. Visit the equator “middle of the world”
situated at 0º0’0” latitude. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 3 - Quito / Peguche / Cotacachi / Magdalena Karanki Community: Visit
the well-known indigenous market in Otavalo for an arts and crafts shopping
adventure. Visit Peguche known for its weavers; visit a wind instruments
workshop, Cotacachi known for the manufacture of leather goods, and
Cuicocha crater lake. Arrive in Magdalena Community and overnight. (BD)
Day 4 - Magdalena Karanki Community / Train Ride / Salinas: Discover
this hidden mountain niche through a series of activities in the Magdalena
Community. Drive to Ibarra and catch the “Liberty Train.” Landscapes provide
a magical setting as you pass through mysterious tunnels, cross bridges
spanning canyons and ravines. Arrive in the Afro-Ecuadorian community of
Salinas, well known for its agricultural activities. Overnight in Quito. (BL)
Day 5 - Quito / Cotopaxi / Banos / Riobamba: On the way to Banos, admire
the highest active volcano on Earth, Cotopaxi. On a clear day, Cotopaxi is
clearly visible on the skyline from Quito and is part of the chain of volcanoes
around the Pacific plate known as the Pacific Ring of Fire. It has an almost
symmetrical cone that rises from a highland plain of about 3,800 m (12,500 ft),
with a width at its base of about 23 km. In Banos, admire its beautiful scenery
of waterfalls. Then drive south to Riobamba for overnight. (B)
Day 6 - Riobamba / Devil’s Nose train ride / Ingapirca Ruins / Cuenca: Start
your day with a drive through some of the most picturesque indigenous areas
of the country. Take the Devil’s Nose train ride (Nariz Del Diablo) and continue
your way south to the Ingapirca Ruins. These ruins are the largest known Incan
ruins in Ecuador. The most significant building is the temple of the sun, an
elliptically shaped building constructed around a large rock. Arrive in Cuenca
and overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 7 - Cuenca / El Cajas National Park: In the morning, take a city tour of
Cuenca, located in the highlands of Ecuador at about 2500 meters above sea
level. The center of the city is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Trust site
because of its many historical buildings. Continue driving to El Cajas National
Park. The El Cajas National Park is home to a large variety of animals, some
of which are highly endangered. Among the most prominent are the South
American Condor, the Curiquinga, a large black and white raptor, and the
largest hummingbird of the world, the Giant Hummingbird (Patagona gigas).
Roughly forty-four mammalian species have been identified in the park. Species
include different types of pumas, foxes, coatis, porcupines, opossums, cats,
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and bats, among others. This area is also known for its beautiful landscapes
with at least 200 lagoons, like the famous La Toreadora. After lunch, drive to
Guayaquil and overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 8 to 11 - Galapagos cruise: Domestic flight to Galapagos. Enjoy an
all-inclusive 3-night deluxe cruise. Only a special few have the chance to
travel through this paradise, sailing on a charming ship, with nautical interior
decoration featuring ample outer decks and sea-view cabins. Set out to
explore remarkable island ecosystems as you inch past lounging sea lions,
scout for breaching whales offshore and pink flamingos in hidden lagoons.
See prehistoric iguanas, giant tortoises, exotic birds, plants and beautiful
landscapes of volcanoes, lava cones and magma flows. Swim and snorkel at
any time of the year in the warm clear waters among tropical fish, manta rays,
sea lions, swordfish, sea turtles and other marine wildlife. Naturalist guides
lead shore excursions daily to a place unlike any other full of wildlife that has
no fear of man. Lectures explaining the geology, history, evolution, flora and
fauna of the islands are provided in several languages. A fine selection of
meals will delight you, from buffet breakfasts, lunches and dinners. (BLD)
Disembark and take a flight back to Quito or Guayaquil for overnight. (B)
Day 12 - Quito or Guayaquil / En route: Today, you will transfer to the airport
for your return flight home. (B)

AMAZON RIVER CRUISE EXTENSION
Manatee Floatel: The Manatee Amazon Explorer is a floating cruise with
a unique way to explore the Napo River and the Ecuadorian Amazon’s
national parks, including Yasuní National Park, Cuyabeno Wildlife
Reserve, and Limoncocha Biological Reserve, among others. This
allows you to explore the Amazon rainforest of Ecuador from the comfort
of a floating hotel. If you are looking for an experience to travel through
the Amazon in different areas, then the Manatee is the experience for
you. All tours on the Manatee Amazon Explorer are led by experienced
local guides. Each day, the guests will take excursions from the Manatee
Amazon Explorer by motorized canoe and return to find the riverboat at
its new mooring. Please contact us for a quote.
Choose from a 3-nights, 4-nights, or 7-nights cruise.
Full itineraries can be found on our website: lotusholidays.ca.

Q1 - Land Only P.P. In Double

First Class

All year

4598

LotusHolidays.ca

P1

Incan Discoveries

13 Days / 12 Nights Lima, Arequipa, Colca, Puno, Cuzco, Urubamba & Machu Picchu
TOUR INCLUDES: 12 Nights accommodation in Peru: Lima (2), Arequipa (2), Colca (1), Puno (2), Cusco (4), & Aguas Caliantes (1) | Service of
licensed English-speaking guides | Sightseeing and shore excursions as detailed in the itinerary, including entrance fees | All transfers in Peru | Meals
as per itinerary

Day 1 (Mon) - Lima: Upon arrival at the airport in Lima, you will be met by our
representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to your hotel.
Day 2 (Tue) - Lima / Arequipa: After breakfast, you will visit the Cathedral,
created for St. John, the Apostle and houses the tomb of the conqueror of
Peru, Francisco Pizarro. Continue to the San Fransisco Convent, distinguished
for its Spanish Baroque architecture. Next, visit the modern districts of San
Isidro, home to El Olivar - a historical site containing an olive plantation and
Miraflores. In the afternoon, transfer to the airport for a short flight to Arequipa.
Upon arrival in Arequipa, transfer to your hotel and overnight. (B)
Day 3 (Wed) - Arequipa: After breakfast, enjoy a tour of this beautiful city in
southern Peru. Arequipa is the second most industrialized and commercial
city of Peru. Visit the Santa Catalina Monestary, built in 1580 and known for its
charming architecture and vibrantly colored walls. You may enjoy an afternoon
at leisure to explore the city at your own pace. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 4 (Thu) - Arequipa / Colca: After breakfast, drive north to Colca where you
will be able to explore the Peruvian lands. En route, you will make stops via
Pampa Canahuas, noted for its breathtaking scenery. Upon arrival in Colca,
transfer to your hotel and enjoy some time of leisure. (BL)
Day 5 (Fri) - Colca / Puno: In the morning, begin your day with a visit to Cruz
del Condor to view the awesome panoramic image of the Canyons and
wildlife surrounding this vast region, especially the beautiful Andean Condors.
Continue to Puno, an important agricultural and livestock region of Peru;
especially for llamas and alpacas which graze on its immense plateaus and
plains. Overnight at your hotel in Puno. (B)
Day 6 (Sat) - Puno: In the morning, visit Lake Titicaca, located on the border or
Peru and Bolivia, to embark on a boat headed towards the islands of Taquile,
known for its textile art and rich colorful garments. Continue to the floating
island of Uros, home to the Uru people long before the time of the Incas.
Return to your hotel and overnight. (BL)
Day 7 (Sun) - Puno / Cusco: In the morning, head northwest towards Cusco.
En route, stop at Raqchi, home of the ancient Incan temple of Wiracocha and
the district of Andahuaylillas. Upon arrival in Cusco, transfer to your hotel. (BL)
Day 8 (Mon) - Cusco: After breakfast, enjoy some time of leisure in this ancient
capital of the Incan Kingdom. Cusco is a city in southeastern Peru, near the
Urubamba Valley of the Andes mountain range. It was the site of the historic
capital of the Inca Empire and was declared a World Heritage Site in 1983 by
UNESCO. In the afternoon, visit some of the remarkable and ancient ruins in
Cusco. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 9 (Tue) - Cusco / Urubamba / Cusco: After breakfast, depart towards the
Sacred Valley of the Incas, Urumbaba where the Vilcanota River flows. It is a
small town in Peru, located near the Urubamba River under the snow-capped
mountain Ch’iqun. Located one hour from Cusco, Urubamba is the largest

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online

town in the Sacred Valley of the Incas. Continue to the Ollantaytambo fortress,
once a haven for Manco Inca. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 10 (Wed) - Cusco / Machu Picchu: In the morning, embark on a train ride
to Machu Picchu, a member of the seven wonders of the world, and one of the
world’s most stunning sites. The Incas built the site around 1450, but left it a
century later at the time of the Spanish Conquest. Although known locally, it
was unknown to the outside world until its discovery in 1911 by the American
historian Hiram Bingham. It is not known what the purpose the site served, but
many theorists suggest it may have been a temple devoted to the Virgins of
the Sun, or was the last Incan city. Other theories suggest it could have been
a royal retreat for the Emperor Pachacuti or a sacred landscape. Regardless,
its beauty lies in its mystery and architecture. After a visit to this site, return to
your hotel in Aguas Caliantes for overnight. (B)
Day 11 (Thu) - Machu Picchu / Cusco: After breakfast, enjoy a morning of
leisure. Transfer to the train station for your ride back to Cusco. Overnight at
your hotel in Cusco. (BL)
Day 12 (Fri) - Cusco / Lima: In the morning, transfer to the Cusco airport for
a short flight to Lima. Upon arrival in Lima, transfer to your hotel. Enjoy a
tour of the Gold Museum, housing many ancient Incan treasures, textiles and
weapons (most notably the tumi, ceremonial knives), among others periods.
Return to your hotel for overnight. (B)
Day 13 (Sat) - En Route: Transfer to the airport for your return flight home. (B)

City

Tourist Class

Tourist Class +

First Class

Lima

Casa Andina Classic

Jose Antonio

Casa Andina Private

Arequipa

Posada del Monasterio

El Cabildo

Casa Andina Private

Colca

Casa Andina Classic

Casa Andina Classic

Colca Lodge

Puno

Casa Andina Classic

Jose Antonio

Casa Andina Private

Cusco

Casa Andina Classic

Picoaga

Aranwa

Machu Picchu

Hatuchay Towers

Sumaq

Inkaterra Pueblo

P1 - Land Only
P.P. In Double

Tourist Class

Tourist Class +

First Class

All year

2348

2698

3348

Single Supplement

799

999

1499

Inti Raymi & other holidays: supplement applies | Domestic flights not included
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C1

C2

Turkey & Greece
14 Days / 13 Nights - Combination Tour

Egypt, Israel & Jordan
21 Days / 19 Nights - Combination Tour

Day 1 (Sat) - Istanbul: Upon arrival at the Istanbul airport, you will be met by
our representative, assisted through formalities and transferred to the hotel.
Day 2 (Sun) - Istanbul: In the morning, visit the Hagia Sophia Church, an
architectural wonder of the 6th century and the Blue Mosque, the imperial
mosque famous for its six minarets and interior tiles. Continue to Topkapi
Palace, once the residence of Ottoman Sultans and the unique and fragrant
Spice Bazaar. After absorbing the intoxicating scents and riveting colours of
the spices, return to your hotel for overnight in Istanbul. (B)
Day 3 (Mon) - Istanbul / Canakkale: Depart towards Gallipoli. Visit Anzac Cove
and the Lone pine cemetery. Embark on ferry for a relaxing ride across the
Dardanelle. Continue to Canakkale and overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 4 (Tue) - Troy / Pergamum / Kusadasi: Drive to the fabled city of Troy,
famed in Homeric legend – site of the Trojan horse. Continue to Bergama and
visit the Acropolis of the ancient city. Overnight in Kusadasi at your hotel. (BD)
Day 5 (Wed) - Kusadasi / Ephesus / Kusadasi: Drive to the ancient city of
Ephesus, an ancient Greek city on the coast of Ionia. It was built in the 10th
century BC on the site of the former Arzawan capital by Attic and Ionian Greek
colonists. See the marble streets, Antique Theater, Arcadian Way, a Roman
Bath and the Celcus Library. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 6 (Thu) - Pamukkale / Marmaris:After breakfast, you will visit the unique
cotton Fortress, the white calcium cascade with its therapeutic thermal pools.
Drive to Hierapolis to visit the Roman and Christian remains and the first
modern spa center of the ancient world. Continue to Marmaris and overnight
at your hotel. (BD)
Day 7 (Fri) - Marmaris / Rhodes: Transfer to the pier for your ferry towards your
first Greek island: Rhodes. Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel and enjoy some
time of leisure. Overnight at your hotel in Rhodes. (B)
Day 8 (Sat) - Rhodes / Santorini: Today, transfer to the airport for your flight to
Santorini. Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel. Enjoy some time of leisure. (B)
Day 9 (Sun) - Santorini: Enjoy a day of leisure in Santorini exploring the
breathtaking island with its famed Greek architectural style. Visit the popular
and remarkable town of Oia, noted for its white and blue domed houses.
Overnight at your hotel in Santorini. (B)
Day 10 (Mon) - Santorini / Mykonos: Today, embark on a hydrofoil or ferry to
Mykonos, one of Greece’s most popular islands. Upon arrival, transfer to your
hotel and enjoy some time of leisure. (B)
Day 11 (Tue) - Mykonos: Enjoy a day of leisure on the sandy beaches or
exploring the island on your own. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 12 (Wed) - Mykonos / Athens: After breakfast, take a ferry to Athens.
Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel. Enjoy some time of leisure. (B)
Day 13 (Thu) - Athens: Enjoy a day at leisure in Athens exploring the city on
your own. Optional tours are available. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 14 (Fri) - Athens / En Route: Transfer to the airport for your flight. (B)

Day 1 - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 - Cairo: Arrive in Cairo and transfer to your hotel.
Day 3 - Cairo: Visit Memphis and Saqqara, the great Pyramids of Giza, and the
Sphinx. Return to your hotel for overnight. (BL)
Day 4 - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum housing Tut Ankh Amun’s treasures,
sites in Old Cairo and the Khan El Khalili Bazaar. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 5 - Cairo / Luxor / Cruise: Air from Cairo to Luxor to board your Nile Cruise.
Visit the Temples of Karnak and Luxor. Overnight in Luxor. (BLD)
Day 6 - Nile Cruise: Visit the Valley of the Kings and Queens, Hatsheput’s
temple and the Colossi of Memnon. Sail to Esna and Edfu. (BLD)
Day 7 - Nile Cruise: Visit Horus Temple in Edfu and sail to Kom Ombo to visit
Sobek Temple. Sail to Aswan for overnight. (BLD)
Day 8 - Nile Cruise: Visit the High Dam the Granite Quarries and Philae Temple.
Sail on an Egyptian felucca to view Elephantine Island, Botanical Gardens and
the Aga Khan Mausoleum. Overnight in Aswan. (BLD)
Day 9 - Nile Cruise / Aswan / Cairo: Disembark from your cruise and transfer to
the Aswan airport for a short flight to Cairo. Arrive and overnight in Cairo. (B)
Day 10 - Cairo: Day at leisure in Cairo. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 11 - Cairo/ Tel Aviv: Flight to Tel Aviv. Transfer to your hotel. (B)
Day 12 - Caesarea / Megiddo / Acre: Depart to Caesarea, continue to Haifa and
see Mount Carmel, visit the Persian Garden. Drive to Acre. (B)
Day 13 - Tiberias / Capernaum: Visit Tiberias, take a boat ride to Capernaum.
Proceed to Tabgha and visit the Church of Multiplication. Continue to the Mount
of the Beatitudes. Drive to Banias. Return to Kibbutz Levi and overnight. (B)
Day 14 - Nazareth / Beit Shean: Drive to Nazareth. Visit the Church of
Annunciation. Drive via the Jordan River to Jerusalem. (B)
Day 15 - Jerusalem Old City: Visit the Old City of Jerusalem including the
Mount of Olives, the tomb of King David and the room of the Last Supper. Enter
the city to see the Jewish Quarter, the Roman Cardo, Temple Mount, and the
Western Wall. Walk the Via Dolorosa to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. (B)
Day 16 - Jerusalem / Bethlehem: Visit Yad Vashem Museum, Ein Karem
and the Church of Visitation, Shrine of the Book and the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Proceed to Bethlehem to visit the Church of Nativity. Return to Jerusalem. (B)
Day 17 - Qumran / Dead Sea / Massada: Drive to Qumran, where the Dead Sea
Scrolls were found. Continue to the Dead Sea and Masada. (B)
Day 18 - Jerusalem / Amman: Depart by road to Amman. Visit Jerash. (B)
Day 19 - Dead Sea: Drive south to the Dead Sea - the lowest spot on earth.
Enjoy some time relaxing in the salty therapeutic waters. (B)
Day 20 - Madaba/Mt Nebo/Petra: Drive towards Petra. See the Byzantine
Mosaic map. Continue to Mt. Nebo and Kerak to visit the Crusader Castel. (B)
Day 21 - Petra / Amman: Sightseeing of Petra’s unique city: Red-Rose City.
Drive back to the airport for your return flight to Toronto via Cairo. (B)

Tour - land only: $2899

Tour including air - starting from: $4898 + tax
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C3

Egypt & Turkey
19 Days / 17 Nights - Combination Tour

C4

Egypt & Jordan
15 Days / 13 Nights - Combination Tour

Day 1 - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 - Cairo: Arrive in Cairo and transfer to your hotel.
Day 3 - Cairo: Visit Memphis and Saqqara, the great Pyramids of Giza, and the
Sphinx. Return to your hotel for overnight. (BL)
Day 4 - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum housing Tut Ankh Amun’s treasures,
sites in Old Cairo and the Khan El Khalili Bazaar. Overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 5 - Cairo / Luxor / Cruise: Embark on your Nile Cruise. Visit the great
Temple of Luxor and the magnificent Karnak Temple of Amun. (BLD)
Day 6 - Cruise/Luxor: Visit the Valley of the Kings and Queens, Hatsheput’s
Temple and the Colossi of Memnon. Sail to Edfu. (BLD)
Day 7 - Cruise / Edfu: Visit the Horus Temple in Edfu and sail to Kom Ombo to
visit the temple. Continue to Aswan and overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 8 - Cruise / Aswan: Visit the High Dam, the Granite Quarries and the
Philae Temple. Sail on an Egyptian felucca to view the Elephantine Island, the
Botanical Gardens on Kitchener Island and the Aga Khan Mausoleum. (BLD)
Day 9 - Cruise / Aswan / Cairo / Istanbul: Disembark from your Nile cruise and
transfer to the airport for a flight to Istanbul with a connection in Cairo. Arrive
in Istanbul and transfer to your hotel. (B)
Day 10 - Istanbul: Visit Topkapi Place, Hagia Sophia Church, and the Blue
Mosque. A visit will be made to the bustling Grand Bazaar, the oldest market
in the world. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 11 - Istanbul / Ankara / Cappadocia: Depart for Ankara and the visit Ataurk
Museum. Continue to Cappadocia. Overnight in Cappadocia. (BD)
Day 12 - Cappadocia: Visit Kaymakli Underground City, the open air museum
in Goreme and the natural fortress in Uchisar. Overnight in Cappadocia. (BL)
Day 13 - Cappadocia / Konya / Pamukkale: Depart for Pamukkale. En route,
visit the Sultanhan Caravanserai before arriving in Konya. Visit the Mausoleum
of Mevlana. Continue to Pamukkale and overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 14 - Pamukkale / Izmir: Visit the ancient Hierapolis with the magnificent
Necropolis graveyard and famous white lime cascade. Continue to Selcuk to
visit the Temple of Artemis. Continue to Izmir and overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 15 - Izmir / Ephesus: Drive to the ancient city of Ephesus to visit the library,
theater and temples. Visit the beautiful village of Sirince. Return to Izmir. (BLD)
Day 16 - Pamukkale / Izmir: Visit the ancient Hierapolis and the Necropolis,
graveyard and lime cascade. Continue to Selcuk for the Temple Artemis.(BD)
Day 17 - Izmir / Pergamum / Canakkale: Depart for Bergama to visit Asklepion,
the famous ancient medical center. Continue to Troy where the legendry
Trojan war took place. Continue to Canakkale and overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 18 - Canakkale / Istanbul: Cross the Daradanelles on a ferry and continue
to Galipoli to visit the Aznec Coves, and Chunuk Bair battle site. Continue to
Istanbul and overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 19 - Istanbul: Transfer to the airport for your departure. (B)

Day 1 - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Cairo.
Day 2 - Cairo: Arrive in Cairo and transfer to your hotel.
Day 3 - Cairo: Visit Memphis and Saqqara, the great Pyramids of Giza, and the
Sphinx. Return to your hotel for overnight. (BL)
Day 4 - Cairo: Visit the Egyptian Museum, housing the treasures of Tut Ankh
Amun. Continue to Old Cairo and the Khan El Khalili Bazaar. (B)
Day 5 - Cairo / Aswan / Nile Cruise: Flight from Cairo to Aswan. Arrive in Aswan
and board your Nile Cruise. Sail on an Egyptian felucca to view Elephantine
Island, Botanical Gardens and the Aga Khan Mausoleum. Visit the High Dam,
the Granite Quarries and Philae Temple. Sail to Kom Ombo and visit Sobek
Temple. Sail to Edfu. Overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 6 - Nile Cruise: After breakfast, you will visit the Horus Temple, which is
one of the three beautiful ptolemic period temples. Enjoy and relax as you pass
the villages along the Nile. Sail through the locks of Esna. Continue to Luxor
and overnight aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 7 - Nile Cruise: Sightseeing in Luxor includes the Valley of the Kings. Visit
some of the tombs as well some of the beautiful tombs in the Valley of the
Queens. Continue to visit Hatsheput’s Temple and the Colossi of Memnon.
After lunch, visit the great Luxor Temple and the magnificent Karnak Temple of
Amon with its famous Hypostyle hall, the statue of Ramses II, and the Obelisk
of Queen Hatshepsut. Overnight in Luxor aboard your cruise. (BLD)
Day 8 - Nile Cruise / Cairo: Flight from Luxor to Cairo. Overnight in Cairo. (B)
Day 9 - Cairo / Amman: Flight from Cairo to Amman. Transfer to your hotel.(B)
Day 10 - Amman / Jerash: After breakfast, enjoy a sightseeing tour of Amman,
the ancient and the modern. Continue to visit the Citadel, Roman Theatre,
Archaeological, Folklore Museums, and King Abdullah Mosque. Visit Jerash.
Overnight at your hotel in Amman. (B)
Day 11 - Amman / Um Qais / Dead Sea: Drive to Um Qais. Continue to the
Dead Sea - the lowest spot on earth. Overnight in Amman at your hotel. (B)
Day 12 - Madaba / Mt. Nebo / Kerak / Petra: Drive through the King’s Highway,
the ancient Silk Road. Stop in Madaba, home of the most famous Byzantine
Mosaic map of the holy places in the biblical world. Continue to Mount Nebo,
with its spectacular view of the Holy Land. Continue to Kerak and visit the
Crusader Castle. Continue to Petra for overnight. (B)
Day 13 - Petra: Enjoy sightseeing of Petra’s unique city: Red-Rose City. Start
at the gate and make your way through the Siq to reach this city, built by the
Arab Nabateans who carved their monumental tombs, palaces, temples and
treasury (Al -Khazaneh) from the desert rocks sandstone in its natural hues of
rose and gold. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 14 - Wadi Rum / Amman: Drive from Petra to Wadi Rum to visit a Bedouin
village. Take a Jeep for a tour to explore the desert. Drive via Wadi Araba and
the Dead Sea Coast to Amman and overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 15 - En Route: Transfer to the airport in Amman for your flight. (B)

Tour including air - starting from: $3398 + tax

Tour including air - starting from: $3498 + tax

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online
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C5

India & Dubai
14 Days / 12 Nights - Combination Tour

C6

Israel & Jordan
13 Days / 11 Nights - Combination Tour

Day 1 - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Abu Dhabi.
Day 2 - Abu Dhabi: Upon arrival in Abu Dhabi, transfer to your hotel.
Day 3 - Abu Dhabi: After breakfast, you will visit the food, spice and gold
markets in Deira and Bur Dubai. Continue to the old Bastakiya district where
you will find the narrow lanes and still functional traditional courtyard houses
with wind-towers. Visit the Jumeirah Mosque which is a spectacular example
of modern Islamic architecture, then on to Burj Al Arab, the landmark hotel of
Dubai for a photo shoot. Return to your hotel. (B)
Day 4 - Desert Safari / Dubai: Enjoy a morning of leisure. In the afternoon,
begin your desert safari in your luxury 4X4 in Dubai and head out towards the
desert. A beautiful desert sunset stop is included and then head out to the
bedouin camp. You will have the opportunity to try riding a camel before your
barbecue dinner. Return to your hotel for overnight. (BD)
Day 5 - Abu Dhabi: Start your sightseeing tour of Abu Dhabi by visiting the
fishing and dhow harbour where the traditional local boats are built. Continue
on to visit the petroleum exhibition, Al Hosn Fort, the women’s handcraft
center. Enjoy some time of leisure. Return to your hotel. (BL)
Day 6 - Abu Dhabi: Enjoy a day of leisure. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 7 - En Route to Delhi: Transfer to the airport for a flight to Delhi.
Day 8 - Delhi: Upon arrival at the Delhi airport, transfer to your hotel. (B)
Day 9 - Delhi: See Red Fort, the most opulent Fort and Palace of the Mughal
Empire. Also visit Raj Ghat, the memorial site of the Mahatma Gandhi; Jama
Masjid, the largest mosque in India; and Chandni Chowk, the bustling and
colourful market of the old city. Continue to New Delhi. You will visit two
monuments from Delhi’s past - Humayun’s Tomb and Qutub Minar. View the
Lotus Bahai Temple. Enjoy a panoramic tour of the city. Return to the hotel. (B)
Day 10 - Delhi / Agra: Depart for the medieval city of Agra. Visit Sikandra,
the mausoleum of Emperor Akbar. Proceed onto the main attraction of Agra,
the world-renowned Taj Mahal – a “wonder of the world” - beautifully crafted
with white marble. Proceed to view one of the most spectacular Forts of the
Mughal Heritage, the Agra Fort. An important fort in India and a UNESCO
World Heritage site built alongside the Yamuna river. Overnight in Agra. (B)
Day 11 - Agra / Jaipur: Start your drive in the morning towards Jaipur, the
famed Pink City of India. En route, visit Fatehpur Sikri, an abandoned capital
from the Mughal Empire. Arrive in the old city of Jaipur for overnight. (B)
Day 12 - Jaipur: Visit the Amber Fort. Ascend the hill to the fort by jeep or
on the back of an elephant if available and admire views of Jaipur’s original
city walls and the Maotha Lake below. Continue to visit a local Rajasthan
textile and handicrafts market. In the afternoon, tour Jaipur, including visits to
the observatory of Maharaja Jaisingh and the museum at the Maharaja City
Palace. Return to your hotel for overnight. (B)
Day 13 - Jaipur / Delhi: Depart for Delhi. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 14 - En Route: Transfer to the airport for your return flight. (B)

Day 1 - En Route: Overnight flight from Toronto to Tel Aviv.
Day 2 - Tel Aviv: Upon arrival at the Tel Aviv airport, you will be met by our
representative, and transferred to your hotel for overnight.
Day 3 - Beer Sheba / Masada / Dead Sea: Depart from Tel Aviv via Ashdod,
Ashkelon to arrive at Beer Sheba, the Negev capital. Continue to Masada.
Tour the ancient fortress. Continue to Jerusalem and overnight. (B)
Day 4 - Jerusalem New City: Drive to Mt. Scopus. Continue to the Garden of
Gethsemane and the church of Agony. Visit the Shrine of the Book at the Israel
Museum. Continue to visit Yad Vashem Museum and the Hadassah Medical
Centre. Return via Ein Karem, the birthplace of St. John the Baptist. (B)
Day 5 - Jerusalem Old City / Bethlehem: Visit the walled Old City, the renewed
Jewish Quarter, the Western Wall, the Temple, the colourful bazaars, the Via
Dolorosa, the stations of the cross and the church of the Holy Sepulcher. Drive
to Mount Zion and visit the tomb of King David, the room of the Last Supper
and Dormition Abbey. Continue to Bethlehem, the birth place of Jesus and visit
the Church of Nativity. Overnight in Jerusalem. (B)
Day 6 - Beit Shean / Tiberias / Galilee: Drive north through the Jordan Valley
to Jericho, the oldest city in the world. Continue to Beit Shean to visit the
excavation of this beautiful Roman City. Proceed to Tiberias, the old center
of Jewish learning. Drive along the shores of the Sea of Galilee to reach
Capernaum where you will visit the ruins of second century synagogue. (B)
Day 7 - Galilee / Golan Heights / Nazareth: Drive to the Golan Heights. Visit
the Druze village via Banias, the source of the Jordan River. Proceed via Hula
Valley to Safed, city of the Kabalah. Continue to Nazareth to visit the church of
Annunciation, St. Joseph’s Workshop and St. Mary’s Well. (B)
Day 8 - Acre / Haifa / Caesarea / Tel Aviv: Drive to Acre. Continue to Haifa and
visit the Bahai Shrine, the Persian Garden and continue to Mount Carmel.
Proceed along the coast to Caesarea to visit the Roman Theater and Crusader
fortress. Tour Tel Aviv and the old port of Jaffa. Return to Jerusalem. (B)
Day 9 - Tel Aviv / Amman: Cross the border by road into Jordan. (B)
Day 10 - Jerash / Dead Sea: Visit Jerash, the most beautiful and well-preserved
Roman city in existence. Continue to the Dead Sea – the lowest spot on earth.
Overnight at your hotel at the Dead Sea. (B)
Day 11 - Madaba / Mt. Nebo / Kerak / Petra: Stop in Madaba. Continue to
Mt. Nebo with its spectacular view of the Holy Land then to Kerak to visit the
Crusader Castle. Proceed to Petra for overnight. (B)
Day 12 - Petra / Amman: Enjoy sightseeing of Petra’s unique city: Red-Rose
City. Start at the gate and make your way through the Siq to reach this city,
built by the Arab Nabateans who carved their monumental tombs, palaces,
temples and treasury (Al -Khazaneh) from the desert rocks sandstone in its
natural hues of rose and gold. Return to Amman for overnight. (B)
Day 13 - Amman: Transfer to the airport in Amman for your departure.

Tour including air - starting from: $2998 + tax

Tour including air - starting from: $3989 + tax
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Peru & Ecuador
12 Days / 11 Nights - Combination Tour

Indochina: Thailand,
Laos & Cambodia
12 Days / 11 Nights - Combination Tour

Day 1 - Lima: Upon arrival at the airport in Lima, you will be met by our
representative and transferred to your hotel for overnight.
Day 2 - Lima / Cusco: Flight from Lima to Arequipa and by road to Cusco.
Arrive and start your city tour of Cusco. Cusco is a city in southeastern Peru,
near the Urubamba Valley of the Andes mountain range. It was the site of the
historic capital of the Inca Empire and was declared a World Heritage Site in
1983 by UNESCO. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 3 - Cusco / Machu Picchu / Cusco: Travel by bus and train to visit Machu
Picchu, “Lost city of the Incas” and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The Incas
built the site around 1450, but left it a century later at the time of the Spanish
Conquest. Although known locally, it was unknown to the outside world until its
discovery in 1911 by the American historian Hiram Bingham. Return to Cusco
and overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 4 - Cusco / Lima / Quito, Ecuador: Transfer to the airport in Arequipa for
your flight to Quito via Lima. Upon arrival in Quito, transfer to your hotel. (B)
Day 5 - Quito: Start your tour of the Colonial city of Quito, bustling streets
and squares in the largest historical old town of the Americas, a multi-ethnic,
artistic and cultural heritage destination. Quito is the capital city of Ecuador,
and at an elevation of 9,350 feet (2,800 meters above sea level), it is the
highest official capital city in the world. Overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 6 - Quito / Peguche / Cotacachi / Magdalena Karanki Community: In the
morning, enjoy sightseeing in the village of Peguche. Continue to Magdalena,
once home to Atahualpa, the last of the Incan emperors. The Karanki
community inhabit a paradise lost in time amongst llamas and condors,
peaceful lagoons and the patchwork slopes of Imbabura Volcano. Overnight
at your hotel. (BD)
Day 7 - Magdalena Karanki Community / Train Ride / Salinas: Visit the Otavalo
market where craft fairs can be found, then drive to Ibarra to take the train
that crosses mysterious tunnels through the mountains, astonishing bridges
spanning wide ravines. Arrive in the Afro-Ecuadorian community of Salinas
whose inhabitants are well-known for their agricultural activity. Return to Quito
and overnight at your hotel. (BL)
Day 8-11 - Galapagos cruise: Transfer to Quito airport for your flight to the
Galapagos. Embark on an all-inclusive 3-night cruise. See prehistoric iguanas,
giant tortoises, exotic birds, plants and beautiful landscapes of volcanoes,
lava cones and magma flows. Swim and snorkel at any time of the year in
the warm clear waters of the beaches among tropical fish, manta rays, sea
lions, swordfish, sea turtles and other marine wildlife. Multilingual naturalist
guides lead shore excursions twice a day to a place unlike any other, full of
wildlife that has no fear of man. Daily lectures explain the geology, history,
evolution, flora and fauna of the islands in several languages. (BLD)
Back to Quito or Guayaquil and overnight at your hotel. (B)
Day 12 - Quito or Guayaquil: Transfer to the airport for your return flight. (B)

Day 1 - Bangkok: Upon arrival at the airport in Bangkok,transfer to your hotel.
Day 2 - Bangkok: After breakfast, enjoy a city tour. Return to your hotel. (B)
Day 3 - Bangkok / Ayutthaya: Today, see the Thai palace in Bang Pa In.
Continue to Ayutthaya by long-tail boat. Visit Buddhist temples in the area.
Visit the Boat Museum. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 4 - Ayutthaya / Khampheng Phet / Sukhothai: Drive to Sukhothai, the
kingdom viewed as the “golden age” of Thai Civilization. En route, visit the
Khampheng Phet Museum and the Historical Park. Also see Wat Si Chum and
Wat Chang Lom. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 5 - Sukhothai: Enjoy a leisurely time around the Historical Park. Continue
to Sangkhalok Museum, known for its extensive collection of ceramics and
chinaware. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 6 - Sukhothai / Si Satchanalai / Chiang Mai: Today, enjoy a trip to the
World Heritage Site of Si Satchanalai Historical Park, by the banks of Yom
River. Continue to the city of Chiang Mai. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 7 - Chiang Mai / Luang Prabang: In the morning, visit the Woraros Market
where you will have the opportunity to bargain for inexpensive goods. Continue
to some local temples. Transfer to the airport for your flight to Luang Prabang
in Laos. Enjoy some time of leisure. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 8 - Luang Prabang: Ascend Vat Phousi Hill and behold the stunning
scenery of the city. Visit Vat Visoun, the oldest and perhaps most striking
temple in Luang Prabang. Continue to visit other temples in the area: Vat
Aham, Vat Mai and Vat Xieng Thong. Depart towards Mekong River for a
boat ride to the Pak Ou Caves, known for its abundant sculptures of Buddha.
Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 9 - Luang Prabang / Siem Reap: After breakfast, you’ll have the opportunity
to watch local monks fulfill their morning duties. Transfer to the airport for a
short flight to Siem Reap, Cambodia. Transfer to your hotel. Enjoy the rest of
the day at leisure. Overnight at your hotel. (BD)
Day 10 - Siem Reap: Visit the temple of Prasat Kravan. Continue to Srah Srang
believed to be dedicated to the god of love. Depart towards the temples of
Neak Pean, Preah Khan, and Banteay Srei. Continue to rural villages. Enjoy a
visit to the temple of Banteay Samre. Overnight at your hotel. (BLD)
Day 11 - Siem Reap: After breakfast, visit Angkor Thom and see the South Gate.
Continue to the temples of Bayon and Phimeanakas, and the Royal Enclosure,
a walled-off section slightly northwest of the city. Visit the Elephants Terrace,
an ancient temple part of the walled city of Angkor Thom. Continue to see the
ancient ruins of the Leper King Terrace and the temples of Chau Say Tevoda,
Thommanon and Ta Prohm. Return to your hotel for overnight. (BLD)
Day 12 - Siem Reap / En Route: Visit the floating village. Enjoy a relaxing
boat ride on Tonle Sap Lake. Continue to Senteurs D’Angkor famed for its
culinary delights. Transfer to the airport for your onward departure. (BL)
Please note: all flights between countries during the tour are quoted separately.

Tour - land only: $4798

Tour - land only: $2799

Call us to customize your dream trip | More tours available online
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Terms & Conditions
Deposit: A deposit of CA$1500.00 per person is
required at the time of booking. Final payment is
due no later than 60 days prior to departure.
Cancellations: If cancellation is necessary, please
advise your travel agent in writing. In the case of
all holidays other than those which include special
class of air fares and/or charters flights, the following
cancellation charges will apply: CA$1500.00 is nonrefundable if cancellation is more than 60 days
before departure. Within 60 days of departure, the
total amount is non-refundable.
Rates: All rates are in Canadian dollars, and are
based on double occupancy at the rate of exchange
at time of print. The fluctuation in the exchange
rate in the last few years for the U.S. dollar has been
great, the exchange rate will be considered at time
of booking and that may result in an increase or
a decrease in the sell rate. All rates are subject to
change without prior notice.
Passport & Visas: Most passengers travelling
abroad require a valid Canadian passport for at
least six months beyond the date of return and a
visa. If you are the holder of passport other than
Canadian, it is your responsibility to contact the
relevant Embassy of the country you are traveling
to. Passengers who have had their passport
stamped in Israel will not be allowed entry to some
countries. Please check prior to departure.
Disclaimer Of Responsibility: (1) 1865924 Ontario
Inc. operating as Lotus Holidays, its affiliates and
related persons act only as ticketing agents for
hotels, airlines, bus companies, railroads, cruise
ship lines and those providing accommodations,
transportation, meals, tours, sightseeing, or
other pertinent services. All coupons, vouchers,
exchange orders, receipts, contracts and tickets
issued by Lotus Holidays are issued subject to
all tariffs, terms and conditions under which the
services are provided, by such hotels, airlines, bus
companies, railroads, steamship lines and others.
By the accepting of such coupons, vouchers,
exchange orders, receipts, contracts and tickets,
each tour member agrees to the foregoing and
also agrees that Lotus Holidays, shall not be liable
or responsible for any loss, injury, or damage to
personal property or otherwise in connection with
any transportation, accommodation, meals, tours,
sightseeing, or other services referred to herein,
or resulting from the negligence or default of any
person, firm, corporation or other entity supplying
the same. Furthermore, each tour member, for
himself, his heirs and assigns, that if such tour

member, his heirs and assigns, should commence
litigation against Lotus Holidays which litigation
does not result in the entry of judgement against
Lotus Holidays then such tour member, heirs and
assigns, shall indemnify and hold Lotus Holidays
harmless against all costs and expenses of litigation
including all their attorney’s fees.
Lotus Holidays or its operator have no responsibility
for losses or additional expenses incurred due
to delay or changes in air, and or other services,
sickness, weather, strikes, war declared or
undeclared, quarantine or other causes. All such
losses shall be borne by the passenger(s). Any
refund shall not exceed the amount paid by the
passenger for land tour services only, excluding any
airfares. Baggage is at owner’s risk at all times. Any
transport or conveyance companies mentioned
or provided shall have no responsibility or liability
during the time passengers are not on board the
particular transport or conveyance. Each ticket
or coupon issued as to the tour and the passage
contact in use by the transport or conveyance
companies mentioned or provided, when issued,
constitutes the sole contract between them and
the purchasers of these tours and or the passenger.
Any IATA carrier may be used in conjunction with
Lotus Holidays programs.
(2) It is understood that Lotus Holidays maintains
no control over equipment, facilities, operations or
employees of the travel suppliers and thus, cannot
offer any guarantee or warranty with respect to
the travel service to be provided. Lotus Holidays
therefore shall assume no responsibility for any
or any other person not under the direct control
of Lotus Holidays. The customers agree that Lotus
Holidays shall not be financially responsible for
the effects of such acts or omission, and that
any gratuitous efforts made by Lotus Holidays in
mitigation shall be made without obligation and
without any admission of liability.
The Government of Ontario requires residents of
Ontario travelling outside of the province to be
advised that there may be different living standards
and conditions with respect to the provision of
utilities, services and accommodations outside of
Ontario.
The sequence of sightseeing and itineraries is
subject to change without notice. Hotels and
cruise ships mentioned in the brochure or in the
travel voucher are also subject to change without
notice and similar category accommodation will be
substituted.

Passengers will be grouped on
transfers
and sightseeing in private cars or buses. The
sightseeing tours are conducted in language of
choice (French or English). The times allocated for
sightseeing are approximate and are left to the
discretion of the guides. The entrance fees included
in the sightseeing are those of the main gate. Any
sub-entrance fees to certain rooms or tombs,
for example to the Mummy Room at the Cairo
Museum or the Tut Ankh Amon Tomb in the Valley
of the Kings are not included in the sightseeing and
could be paid locally. Please note that sightseeing
is affected by many factors including weather,
opening and closing times of the sites, travel time
and traffic etc. In the unlikely event that the site
might be closed, a suitable visit to a different site
may be substituted. It is customary for the guide to
end the day of sightseeing by visiting a commercial
perfume shop, papyrus institute or carpet
factory. Sailing the Nile on a cruise is a marvelous
experience but can be affected by many factors
such as, water levels, waiting time at the Esna lock.
The Esna Lock closes at certain times of year for
maintenance. On these sailing dates most cruises
will sail from Aswan to Esna (the major part of the
sailing time) the Luxor sightseeing will operated by
buses from Esna.
It is understood that by making a booking that you
would have read and accepted these terms and
conditions.
Tours Do Not Include The Following:
• Tourist visas for all countries.
• All meals not specified
• Soft drinks, alcoholic beverages or bottled water
with meals
• Items of a personal nature, i.e. laundry, room
service, telephone calls, etc.
• Tips and gratuities to drivers, guides, porters,
waiters, etc
1865924 Ontario Inc. O/A Lotus Holidays
2942 Finch Ave. E., Suite 120 Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada, M1W 2T4
Ontario Reg. 50019733
Travel agency, please call (416) 751 - 7025.
Canadians Travelling to other parts of the world
should be advised that there may be diffrent
living standards and conditions with respect to
Accommodations, utilites and services.

Your Tr avel Agent

Please contact your travel agency for departures from other Canadian cities.

